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Student Org. Elections Today, Vote,!
Board of Trustees Grants
Campus Police Daytime Guns
by Barbara Walcoff

A resolution to authorize the Campus Police Officers
to carry weapons on the first shift (7:30 A.M. to 3 :30 P.M.)
was approved at the March 21 meeting of t_h e Kean
College Board of Trustees (BOT) with little oppostion
and was unanomously adopted . A proposal to add a
non-voting student representative to the Board was
referred to a subcommittee for further study.

Ph oto b y Jeff Co hen

Martin Greenberg, director of Campus Police reported to the Board
of Trustees that there have been no violations by officers who carry
guns.

Circulation 4,000
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Council Narrowzv Approves:

Students Diagnosing Tests
By Robert Siniakin
A proposal which would give
student input into diagnostic testing was approved by a narrow
margin by the Student Council at
their meeting last Friday. The
Council also gave their endorsement on an Attendance

•

various campus groups in order
to fully explain the justifications
for the proposal. Approval was
given by the daytime Student
Council , the Evening Student
Council while " no negative response was received from several
other groups. "
Bank On Campus Was
The Deciding Factor
Buz Whelan, speaking for
Student Council said, "The bank

(Continued on back page)
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Policy ~ill Begin
April 1st
The affirmative vote by the
BOT gi~es the Campus Police the
authority to carry handguns on a
24 hour b~sis beginni_ngApril 1st.
Charles K1mmett, assistant to the
President, said that the policy
wo~ld probably take effect on
April 1.
During the past five weeks
Greenberg has been addressing

on campus was a deciding factor.
Sometimes there is over $20,000
in the bank. "
' The bank Greenberg stated,
was not the lone reason for the
decision . Another was the need
for the policemen to be properly
equ ipped . He said that it is " the
responsibility of the college to
ensure that Campus Police Officers are adequately equipped
to handle any assignment and
situation. "
Campus Is Not Haven
For Criminals
" We need to reduce the opportunity for criminals to commit a crime on this campus ." He
further stated, " The campus can-

Policy that would affect
freshman only.
The Diagnostic
Testing Document
The diagnostic testing
document compiled by Mary
Tracy, president of the Evening
Student Council , states that
Student Organization and the
Evening Student Council are opposed to any attempt by the state
or college administration to administer any form of nondiagnostic standardized testing.
They will also actively advise
their constituencies to reject taking such tests.
The document goes on to state
that Student Org and the Evening Student Council oppose the
proposed School of Education

(Continued on pack page)

. . .oil the floor •nd onto the
shelves. But seriously, folks.. .
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Voters Voice Their Choices
In Student Org. Elections
Primary Elections w.ere held by Student Organization
for the offices of Vice President and National Student Association (NSA) coordinator last Thursday.

The polls which opened at 9:00
o'clock and closed at 5 o'clock
received
approximately
600
voters. According to Al Mollozzi,
vice president of Stt.. dent Org. ,
about 12 percent of the college
population voted.
The winning vice president
candidates are Michelle Cousins,
who received 265 votes, Jim Kaus
with 158, and Tom Collucci, with
124. Howard Popper was
eliminated from the vice
presidential race because he
received only 63 votes.
The winning candidates fo.r
NSA coordinator are Joe Ginarte
with 204 votes, Donald Jones
with 190, and Jeff Dunbar with
96. Ralph Abbate was eliminated,
only receiving 73 votes.
Mollozzi stated that he has
received no complaints about
Photo by Steve Scheiner
the elections. Last semester in
We feel that an attendance policy for freshman is a reasonable the Freshmar1'Class Officers Elecproposal and we will go no further stated Buz Whelan, president of tion there were numerous comStudent Organization.

plaints of campaign violations by
the· candidates.
"Last year in the General Elections tor the lcxecu\\'Ve Board o~

Student

there
voting, "
commented Mallozzi. "In this
primary elections there were 600
students voting. I think that this
will bring about a large turnout
for this election."
All full time students can vote
in today's election. Some form of
identification is required but the
student can recite his Social
Security Number to the voting
machine attendant instead. All
students are urged to vote!
were

Organization

1,100 students

Before you vote today,
check pages 8 and 9 of this
week's Independent to see
who the candidates for your
Student Organization Executive Board are and what
they've done during the year
for you!!

Gubernatorial Candidate Speaks At Kean
News Feature by C. T. Proudfoot

Since most of this year's gubernatorial candidates will
be appearing at Kean this month , I have decided toquestion them in the same general areas. These questions will
include what I call the four E's: Economics, Education,
Energy and Environment.
On March 15th, it was Joseph
Hoffman's turn to " face the
student" in Hutchinson Hall. He
is an eminently qualified candidate, with many years experience in State Government.
Mr. Hoffman was Commissioner
of the Department of Labor and
Industry for three years, the
State's youngest First Assistant
Attorney General, Counsel to
almost every Department ofState Government, and was the
Executive Director of the New
Jersey State Democrat ic C ommittee in 1969.
Hoffman Felt Crowd
Was To Small
Feeling that the crowd in J-100
was too small for a prepared
speech , Hoffman immediately
opened for questions from the

floor. When questioned on our
declining economy and tax increases, he stated that this could
be traced directly to the departure of industries an,d jobs from
the state : "We must generate
economic growth in order to bring down taxes. "
Mr. Hoffman pressed the need
for efficiency in government to
make New Jersey competitive
with other states. He would
reduce the budget through efficiency programs and producti ve
management
methods.
These programs would instate
" statewide government by objectives."
Institute Broad-Base Tax System
Commenting on the State Income Tax , Hoffman said that the
next governor must instate a

broad-base tax system, founded
on the ability to pay. Based on
the State Supreme Court 's
decision,
he
claimed
that
" anyone who talks about doing
away with a state income tax is ly-

ing to you." Citing alternatives to
a progressive income tax, Mr.
Hoffman noted that neither a
statewide property tax , nor the
closing of loopholes in the state
sales tax would bring any

Ph oto by Dave Rosen

Gubernatorial candidate, Joe Hoffman, spoke before a small crowd
in Hutchinson J-100.

economic relief.
Answering several questions
on higher education, the candidate admitted that he wrote
the bill which spilt the State
Education Department, "but at
that time, the Department of
Higher Education was to be
much smaller with less control
over state colleges than it now
enjoys." He advocated more
autonomy at the local college
level, but noted that "the public
is entitled to control standards of
achievement. "
Creates Another "Spy
Bureaucracy"
Replying to questions on the T.
and E. Bill (testing students for
academic achievement) he said
that it would create just another
" spy-bureaucracy" which will
make teachers spend half their
time filling out forms. Hoffman
advocated "Education instead of
evaluation ."
Hoffman said that he doesn 't

(Continued on back page)
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·o ff ice of Veteran Affairs Briefs
by Kevin P. Davis

An often misund e rstood V . A . be n ef it is th e H o m e
Loan Guarantee. Commonl y known as th e GI loan , th is
benefit ass ists vet er an s in th e p u rc hase of an exis t ing
ho u se o r th e bu ildin g of a h o m e.
Eligibility requirements vary
depending on the period of servi ce. Korean era veterans need at
least 90 continuous days of active
duty. •Vietnam era vets need_ a
min imu, of 181 days. Certain
widows,spousesofM IAvetl'rans .

George Miller
and servi ce personnel ma y al so
be eligible. Most veterans who
have served since September 16,
1940, are now eligible, with no
cut off date . Also , the Loan
Guarantee can be used more
than once if the V . A . is relea sed
from liability on the previous
home.
The Loan Guarantee is not a
di rect loan from the VA . It is a
guarantee from the V . A . to th e
bank or mortgage compan y that
they w ill pay off 60% of your loan

(up to a maximum of $17 .500) if
you default. The V. A . also required that the bank loan you
the money at a reduced rate of
interest. The current interest rate
is !l'Y. ,.
This Loan Guarantee can be
used to purchase a home , farm .
mobile home, condominium
unitor multi-family dwelling.
However , the veteran must
utilize the dwelling as his or her
primary residence. It cannot be
used to purchase a business. Information on business loans can
be obtained from the Small
Business Administration.
Interested veterans should apply for the ir certificate of eligibi lity, t he doc um ent which
pr oves e l igibili t y for t he
program, App licat io ns and additi o nal in form ati o n is avai lab le at
the O VA . .
Bruce Weiner is a Vietnam
veteran who served in the
United States Navy. The Junior
Fine Arts major is well experienced in veteran affairs , having participated in the V . A .
work-study programs at Florida
Junior College and Atlantic
Community College, where he
worked extensively in the
Outreach program . Presently he
is serving as a senior ass isrant to
the Coordinator of Veteran Affairs . Mr. Weiner is very involved

in ceram ics and pott ery.
George Mi ll er, an Army
ve teran, is a sophomore w ho has
been working in the OVA since

Esse.,\: Park Co1nmissicJn
S. .ponscJrs Skat inf{ i x hibition
The Essex County Park Commission invites th e public to
watch a free ice skating exhibition th is Saturday and Sunday, March 26 and 27 at South
Mountain Arena . 560 Northfield
Avenue . West Orange .
Participants in the exhibition
are skaters vying for proficiency
badges at various skill levels
under the direction of the Ice
Skating Institute of America

Bruce Weiner
the summer of 1976. Mr. Mi ll er is
presently serving in the capacity
of senior assistant for p erson nel
admini stration . He is a successf ul gradu ate o f th e Vet eran 's
Identity Program (VIP) at Kean
and ha s been extremel y involved in that program and th e
Veteran Education Corps (VEC) .
Bruce and George are two
members of the OVA 's staff , all
of whom are ready and willing to
help all veterans in whatever wa y
they can , in the never endin g
battle to make veterans aware of
the numerou s ben efits avail abl e
from the Veterans Adminis tration .

(ISIA). Advance d skaters will
compete in ind ividual musica l
program s.
Th e ISIA program is desi gned
to help the recreational skater (a
serious skater who doesn' t want
to invest the time or mon ey
needed for national and international competition) to sharpen
skills by establishing definite
achievement goals.
The test programs appeal to
the first-time skater because they
present movements that can be
mastered almost immediatel y.

Co uncil For t.\·ceptional Children Sponsors /: \ '£'Ill

Dance Marathon Looking For Participants
The Coun cil for Exceptional
Children is presentl y in the process of organizing a Second Annual Dance Marathon. All proceeds will be donated to the
Union County Cerebral Palsy
Center. We are urging that all
clubs and organizations support .
cooperate and part icipate in th e
second , all-college activity.
The marathon is presently scheduled as a 36 hour dan ce

marathon , on th&d ates o f Apr il
29 , 30 and Ma y 1. We need to
know by March 28 who will be
participat ing.
To give a quick run-down of
how we would appreciate your
support and participation , we
will begin by stating that we
hope ea ch club and organization sponsor a couple to
dance in the marathon . In order
to sponsor a couple , whi ch may

li10PEF\S'

■ORNER.
.

by Haight Ashburry
Everybody, in the course of the
mundane, common, everyda y
life, develops some rather
pecul iar habits that can be descri bed as a matter o f personal
taste o r a rare id io sy ncra cy . If you
are more than t he occasi onal
soci al doper, you must know
how stran ge peopl e ca n b e
about their stash . Dope, in large
q uanti t ies o r small , is t he reas o n
for so xe rather odd habits.
The f irst thing that I like to do
w hen I get an oun ce o f pot is, o f
co urse, taste it. If sat isf ied w ith
the taste, size and results, I play
wi t h it a bit .. I clean som e and
brea k t he bud s awa y from t he
sticks. I like to munch on some
seeds and push m y fi ngers
t h rough the bag. Quite simply, I
li ke to j ust pla y around and hav e
a good time doing it. People do
some dopey things when the y're
stoned .
Although this is fun , it is not
very smart . First of all , pot holds
its potency better if it is left in
buds and isn ' t all broken up.
Secondly, if alot is cleaned , alot
can be (and usually is ) smoked .
Some dopers are so enthusiastic about getting.down to
business and smoking the first
(and second and third ... ) joint,
they aren' t too careful about

how they clean the pot . This
brings forth another doper
idiosyncracy.
A jo int has to be rolled t ight ly
but not too t ightly to b urn
even ly. It is not reall y d ifficu lt b ut
not reall y ea sy to roll a good
jo int. Even so, a perfect ly roll ed
jo int ca n be spo iled beca use you
weren 't too ca ref u l wh en you
wer e clean ing. A ti ny little stick
peeking t h rou gh t he mid d le of
t he jo int w ill crea te an ai rhol e
t hat
r e nd e r s any
jo int
un smokabl e. One seed ca n
ca use a small ex pl osion that w ill
not only be annoying , taste terrible, and possibly put a ho le in
your shirt bu t also co u ld destroy
a perfect jo int. (The only ti m e
that seeds are excu sable is on t he
Fourth o f July!)
These odd it ies I menti on are
only a few of the many weird
th ings that dopers will do to
'come to where the flavor is . ..
come to Mari juana country. ' If
you have a rare doper story that
just sticks out in your golden
memory boo k, I'd like to hear it.
Don 't be shy (and if you are,
don 't sign your name). Send it to :
Hai g ht
A s hbu r r y
c/o
Independent, Kean Coll ege,
Morris Ave., U n ion , N .J. (We're
in the Stude nt Cent er.)

But the p rogram al~o encourages the skater who has attained the basic levels of profic iency to broaden his skills to
more advanced levels.
Programs in free style skating,
figure skating, pair skating , ice
dancing, hockey and speed skating are available so skaters can
specialize in the area of their
greatest interest .
The competition will run from

be a girl-guy or girl -girl couple,
the club or organization must
pay an entrance fee, which has
been established as $15 .00 per'
couple. More than one couple
may be sponsored . If, however,
there is no brave-enough member in a particular club or organ ization , and that club or organization is willing , an outside
couple may be sponsored by
them.
We are also asking that each
club and organization set up a
booth of their choice (examples:
cake sale, plant sale , etc. ) to raise
extra money. These booth s
would be in function during the
entire marathon , with the members o f each club and organizat ion mannin g them at dif-

ferent time intervals.
The actual dance marathom
will take place in the entire
student center, where live bands
and disc jockeys will be performing.
Prizes will be awarded. $100.00
will be awarded to the first place
winner. Second and third prizes
will also be awarded.
We need everyone's support
and participation .
Please, each club and organization president , get back to us
as quickly as possible. If there are
any questions, please contact us
in the :
CEC Office 351-5730 or
Nan cy Sokasits 965-1199
Debbie Smith 371-8068
Andrea Koflanovich 527-2788

3 to 9 P. M. on Saturda y and from
8A . M . to5 :30P .M . on Sunday.
Another competition series is
scheduled for April 9 & 10 beginnin g at 2:30 P. M . More information is available at South
Mountain Arena , (201 ) 731-3829.

Tuesday, March 29th
Student Activities "Only on
Tuesday" program will
present Marla Lewis in
concert in Sloan Lounge
between 1:40 and 3:00 p.m.
Marla Lewis graduated from
k.C. with a B.A. in English in
1972. She is now a songwriter
and singer and has composed
over 35 songs for voice and
guitar. One of her pieces entitled "How do you know until you try" was used as a
sound track for "Girld Sports
- On The Right Track."
The film was a finalist in the
American Film Festival. Two
of her songs, "Bout the Blues"
and "Time and Time Again"
are presently being aired on
WJDM (1530 AM, Elizabeth,
N.J.). Marla has performed in
many clubs and restaurants in
the New York-New Jersey
area. She will be performing
blues, jazz and ragtime
originals for us at Kean
College. Don't miss her.

Oh my goodness it's...

Those Crazy College Kids

Photo b y Phil Cafasso

Have you noticed a shortage of lndependent ' s lately1 Have you wondered why there are none to be
found on Friday afternoons1 Well, we, the members of the Independent staff, have been asking these
questions to ourselves and other staff members and until recently we could not come up with an answer
to soothe our curious minds. This photo provides conclusive evidence as to the rapid disappearance of
the papers. It seems that Robert Siniakin, News Editor of this fine publication, has been taking a shopping
cart, filling it with Independents and taking them to the local paper drive. When questioned, Siniakin explained, " I used the money to satisfy my craving for black licorice."
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Career Outlook

:~"~

Total Number of Graduates

39

lOO'X,

Number of Graduates Contacted

29

74'X,

Graduates Employed

24

83'X,

Major Field

18

75%

8

44%

10

56%

ST A TISTICAL BREAKDOWN

Parochial & Private School Teachin g
Substitutes, Part-Time, Etc.
Position Requiring A B.A. Degree
But Not Related To Major

4%

Non B.A. Degree Position

21 %

5

Attending Graduate School
Not Interested In Employment
Unemployed

~~~~
ACAl)£MIC
<" HOW TO .PREPARE
Su RVIVAL l<IT
0

MAJOR PROGRAM FINE ARTS EDUCATION

Public School Teaching

Page 3

17%

5

Average Starting Salary

$8,900

Other

MAJOR PROGRAM FINE ARTS - GENERAL
Total Number of Graduates

46

100%

Number of Graduates Contacted

36

78%

Making summary notes of
often helpful, depending on the
amount of the material to be
reviewed . In 4 to 8 pages you can
out line the main points of your
detailed class and text chapter
notes. Headings with indented
numbered points under them
make relationships more obvious. This procedure will also
help reinforce the major ideas
and important details.

SUCCESSFULLY FOR EXAMINATIONS
The key to both success and enjoyment in coll ege lies
in your ability to use time wisely. In order to have fun
while getting the most our of these years, you need to establish a pattern of good study habits and skills. Such
habits and skills will help you get the necessary work
done as the months and years go by, and you will handle
exams with -a minimum of stress and a maximum of
achievement.
Authoritie s in education
generally agree that successful
preparation for an examination
starts in the beginning of each
term and continues throughout.
Six overall steps are suggested:
1. Make a term study plan
2. Use good review techniques
3. Develop a confident attitude
4. Or ga niz e
pre-exam
hours
5. Pace the exam ca refull y
6. Reassess your work

Summary Notes Help
.
Test Yourself
Summary notes can also serve
as a self-test toward the end of
your preparation for exams . Put a
sheet over each page and slowly
uncover the first heading - see
if· you can remember the main
points under it. As you go, ask
yourself what, when etc.

Use Good Review Techniques
If you have applied yourself
during the term, then preparing
for exams is largely a question of
review. The time needed is not as
extensive as some students think
- provided you have been working consistently. Review for
weekly quizzes should take no
more than 15 minutes, a midterm hour exam 2 or 3 hours, and
a final exami nation 5 to 8 hours.
Your preparation for a final
should be carefully scheduled
into the two weeks prior to exam

Try to predict the exam questions. Be alert throughout the
term to the emphasis instructors
put on certain topics, aspects or
ideas. They often give clues to
points' that are important or particularly need review.
Try to predict the exam question . Be alert throughout the
term to the emphasis instructors
put on certain topics, aspects or
ideas. They often give clues to
points that are important or particularly need review.

STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN
Graduates Employed

27

75%

8

30%

Major Field
Public School Teaching

Ask your professor what he
recommends for pre-e xamination work.
Use hi s
comments as a guide but don 't
try to ou ;guess him .

Parochial & Private School Teaching
Substitutes, Part-Time, Etc.
Position Requirin g A B.A . Degree
But Not Related To Major
Non B.A. Degree Position

2

7%

17

63%

Studying Together Helps
To Reinforce
Group reviewing can be
helpful. But it shouldn't take the
place of working on your own .

Attending Graduate School
Not Interested in Employment

2

6%

Unemployed

7

19%

Average Starting Salary

Limit discussions ot significant

Other :
(Includes Visual Communication and Studio Majors)

MAJOR PROGRAM -

HISTORY EDUCATION
Total Number of Graduates

16

100%

7

44%

Graduates Employed

6

86%

_M_a~j_
o_r_Fi_e_ld_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __

3

50%

Number of Graduates Contacted

STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN

Public School Teaching
Parochial & Private School Teachin g

33%
2

Substitutes, Part-Time, Etc.
Position Requirin g a B.A. Degree
But Not Related to Major

17%

2

Non B.A . Degree Posi tion

67%

33%

Attending Graduate School
Not Interested In Employment

14%

Unemployed
Average Starting Salary
Other

Voice YQur Opinion In
Your Student
Government!
Vote For The Candidate
Of -Your Choice,
Today.
(Machines Located In College Center)

Make A Term Study Pl.n
At the beginning of each term
develop a daily schedule that
allows time for class preparation ,
study, review, recreation , eating
and sleeping. Your ability to
adhere to the plan will be a
measure of yo ur success.
A study area, conducive to
learning, is important. Make sure
it has good light and all the tools
you will need. Before the term
starts, have on hand the texts,
study guides, outlines, dictionaries and reference books,
paper, pads, notebooks and pens
that will allow you to concentrate without interruption.
Study and review differ from
each other. As they are equally
important, allocate time for both
in your daily schedule. Study
refers to learning new material
for the first time . Review is
critical beca use it strengthens
the retention of this new
knowledge .
Forgetting takes place most
rapidly immediately after learning. Review and recall ,
therefore, is more effective soo n
after study . Following each class
go over the main points for 10 to
15 minutes to reinforce them in
your memory. This
makes
reviewi ng for exams later a
quicker, simpler task.
. Don't overtax your memory or
stamina. Research shows that
most people can absorb and
retain just so much knowledge at
one time. It 's important to learn
day by day, week by week . But
one period of study scheduled
into your work plan should be no
longer than 1 or 1½ hours,
followed by some kind of
recreation , meal or other activity.
Take legible class and study
notes. Mark margins and
underline
your textbooks
throughout the term and you
will be able to review for weekly
quizzes or final exams with a
minimum of strain .

points and possible test questions to 30 or 45 minutes, with no
more than 4 or 5 people.
Avoid cramming. If you have
followed a regular schedule of
study and review, you should not
have to cram the last day.
Remember , forgetting takes
place more rapidly rtght after
- learning. If you do have to cram
planning Is Important
be selective. Don 't attempt an
Phn
your
review exhausitve review .
" How to Prepare Successfully
systematically and consistently.
Go from main idea to main idea, for ~ xaminations ," appearing

day. Organize a schedule that
does not interfere wilh your
regular study for on-going
classes. Beware of racing your
motor. Make sure you still allow
time for rest and relaxation, with
no longer than 1 or 1½ hours of
review at one time. Your mind
needs breaks.

u

using the textbook chapter:
headings or your instructor's
,term outline as a guide. Go from
chapter notes to chapter notes or
from class notes to class notes,
recalling the important headings
and ideas in each. If certain
points are difficult for yo u to
remember, THEN reread the textbook . Otherwise stick with your
notes. Don 't plan to learn
something for the ,first time.

here in two installments, is the
second in a series of AAP
STUDENT SERVICE articles
designed to help collegians improve their use of study time and
learning materials. A complimentary complete copy will
be se nt to you if you write to AAP
STUDENT SERVICE, Association
of American Publishers, Inc.,
One Park Avenue, New York

10016.
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1ndependenl
EDITORIAL
APRIL FOOLS!
As of April 1st, campus police will be carrying firearms
twenty-fCi>ur hours a day. The decision was made Monday, after
the Board of Trustees heard the views from as many groups as
' possible . While we trust the judgment of all those instrum.e ntal
in getting the resolution passed, we are not satisfied with the
part_played by the Community Relations Council in relating to
the ~ommunity :· ·.
, . ,' ' . . ..,,,.,
._ ,
The council is made up of students, faculty, . poli-ce,
maintenance and other factions of the campus. Although we
are assured of its existence we have seen little in the way of
reports, statements or otherwise, from this phantom group. Its
purpose, we assume, is that of diversified input into decisions,
proposals and policies involving the campus and police.
The council as far as we know meets irregularly, or should we
say we do not see it until there is something major on the block.
The gun issue' is a prime example.
According to Martin Greenberg, director of Campus Police,
·and the Board of Trustees, the campus police officers are people
who need to protect themselves while they protect the campus
community. What is strange is this sudden metamorphosis from
police officers to people when the so-called "tools of the trade"
are needed. Neither the council nor Mr. Greenberg actively
sought any recognitior:i of this sort before this time (except last
year when firearms were requested during the night hours).
Selective communication.
-,,,
We.do not disputE. the role of the police officers on this campus, but we do ask for an effective community relations bureau.
After all we do have an effective detective bureau now. Why not
both?
.
The decision made Monday evening left a bad .taste in the
mouths of many people. They are not satisfied since
very few are
\.
comfortable around guns. Many present at the meeting, including a member of the Board, remarked that there was little
besides presumption to base a decision on.
What we do suggest is that the Community Relations Council
be seriously evaluated and altered if necessary. Also since it.is a
Community Relations Council it should be scheduled . for
regular meetings and open to the public in order to become
more responsible to its own constituents and the poli•ce officers.

nde endenl
ettersqmp
I'm for Marinelli
Voters,
I support the candidacy of Joyce Marinelli for Student
Organization and urge all students interested in experienced and
open-minded leadership to vote for her in today's electi ons.
I worked closely with Joyce on the Executive Board this year and
I've been very impressed by her dedication to fair and equal
representation. Her perfect attendance record for Council , Executive
Board and Finance Board meetings is some evidence of how seriously
she takes her responsibilities. But it 's Joyce's insistance on con sidering the moral aspects of difficult decisions that is her greatest attitude. It 's genuinely refreshing to di scuss what is right rather than
" what we can get through Council. "
Year after year candidates with little to say of any real substance
promise to·" open St udent Organization to the students" and " bring
the campus together." This year we 've actually came closer to those
goals than ever before. There is no longer a hostile relationship
between Student Organization and Third World , ThirdWorld and
Hispanic students, Independent and Student Organization or
Student Organization and the Faculty Senate - because we' ve used
reason instead o f flailing all about and getting nothing done. And any
student can come in and be heard. Joyce has been instrumental in
achieving this climate . Use your vote to ensure this attitude survives .
Buz Whelan

"R a ay "'. Parenti

Students,
In this year's elections there are three capable and personable candidates for the office of assi stant trea surer. As thi s years assistanttreasure I have had the privilege of working with one of them and I
feel compelled to comment on what I have seen .
Ray Parente came to the Finance Board as a •novi ce and
immediately showed his eagerness to learn. And learn he did; so
quickly in fact , that he was named to not one but two subcommittees ,
Capital Expenditures and Student Government Budgets. By the time
of the spring semester the Treasurer and I had enough confidence in
Ray to name him Chairperson of the Student Government Budgets
subcommittee - and unusual accomplishment for a first year
member on the board .
I've had a chance to watch Ray become seasoned and
knowledgable in Finance Board operations. He has done everything
asked of him and always in a professional manner. While other candidates may indeed be capable, Ray has prowen his ability and
dedication.
Don't gamble with your vote. No one else has yet shown this kind
of concern for the job. I urge you to vote for Ray Parente for Assistant
Treasurer . He supported students all yea r; now you can support him.
Greg Gomes
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This week we have given up the space for regular " Letters-to-th·eeditor" to those who wished to support a particular candidate of their
choice.

Dandy ·Dan Lemberg
I am writing on behalf of Dan Lemberg the candidate for Asst .
Treasurer. Being the Junior class president I have worked very closely
with Dan this past year. Dan has done an excellent job as Freshman
class president. Since I have been here the freshman class functions
were rare and weak. Dan ran perhaps he most enjoyable and
successful functions of the year in the Little Theatre.
I think he would do an excellent job as Asst. Treasurer. He proved
himself both reliable and a very hard worker. Money is a commodity
that makes or breaks people, and I would like to see Dan handle ours.
Gary Lambertsen

Ria Maria Rios
Letter to the Editor;
We are writing to solicit your votes for Maria Rios as Secretary of
Student Organization. Maria has been our close friend for the past
year, and in our opinion , has demonstrated great selflessness in
devoting time and energy to school activities. Even after she had to
relinquish her post as Copy Editor of the Independent, she continued
to perform tirelessly on the staff of this publication. She takes her
duties as a member of the Council and the Finance Board very
seriously, and is dedicated to representing the student body to the
fullest.
It is obvious that she never aboids her responsibilities, nor does she
ever beg-off when someone wants to discuss a problem or an issue
with her. She realizes that the position of secretary involves much
more than the taking of minutes at Council Meetings. She would be
an Executive Board Member, and -thus have a decisive voice in what
happens on this campus . In this respect we feel that Maria has the
intelligence and good sense necessary to do a fine job. She is also a
very nice person .
C . T . Proudfoot

Jan Martin

Young Tom Colucci
am writing this letter to all concerned students, who are
undecided about who to vote fo r the o ffice of Vice- President of
Student Organization. A.s Treasurer of Student Organization, I have
had the priviledge and insight of seeing and being part of what goes
on in Student Organization. I am calling on students and groups who
wish to be equally represented to cast their vote for Tom Colucci.
Tom has been involved with Student Organization on the Executive
Board and has the experience, leadership, and ability to represent all
segments of the student body. He is an open-minded individual who
is sympathetic towards students needs and can be relied on to get
things done and to make things happen . Students I remind you not to
· be led by candidates who promise radical changes or reduction in
students activities fees. Students stand up and be represented. Vote
for Tom Colucci Ballot 3 for Vice-President of Student Organ ization .
John Sievers

The Student Council of Student Organization has come under criticism
lately for its March 4th decision to support Campus Police Chief Martin
Greenburg in his bid for Board of Trustees authorization to arm the da)(
,shift (7:30 am - 3:30 pm) . I feel it is ·my responsibility to defend this
decision.
.
In the fall of 1975 the issue of arming the- Campus Police was hotly
debated. The major objections were that personnel were inadequately
trained and psychologically unsuited to carrying sidearms.· Given guns
they would muck about shooting up the campus, brandishing their
firearms at every opportunity.
. In fact, Campus Police are trained at the State Palice Academy. They
receive the same, training , as, say, the Newark Police. They are given
psy-cho1ogical testing to weed out those not emotionally suitable. Several
applicants have in fact been rejected as a result of these tests. The fears that
had been expressed regarding indiscriminate use of the weapons have
been proven false by the performance of the police since the issuance of
the guns. In the fifteen months firearms have been carried on the 'B' and
'C' shifts, weapons -have been drawn in the line of duty and fired not atall.
One other objection was based on need, or the lack of it. Was, and is,
there a necessity for g_uns? The surrounding communities have experienced an upsurge in bank robberies over the last six months. We now
have a bank on campus. There have been two assaults. with · deadly ,
weapons on campus in the last year. It is obvious we are not immune to
violent crime at Kean .
In a recent letter to the Editor of this paper ("The Ears Ring True,"
Independent, March 17th) student Sal Cardaci accu~es Student Council of
"total lack of responsibility to the student body . . . " and buckling under
to "Greenberg's ludicrous justifications." Mr. Cardaci makes no effort to
support such rash statements. It is unclear if he has anything specific in
mind. What responsibility is he showing?
Before calling Mr. Greenberg in for. t1uestioning, the Council agreed to
discuss the issue on rational grounds only, and to avoid emotional and irrationa I statements and objections. Perhaps it is this rationa\ity that Cardaci
objects to.
For myself, I congratulate Council for its willingness to take what would
surely be an unpopular position. It wa a difficult decision, thoroughly
warranted by the facts. The members showed excellent rational judgment
and moral courage in their decisvon.
· Buz Whelan
President
Student Org., Inc.
I

•

Here's Gus
What I know of Gus Garcia 's act ivities o n Ca mpu s and o ff he seems
to conduct busi ness in a professi onal w ay. Mr. Garci a is pres ent ly involved in the Pio litical Science Club, Po litica l A ctio n Extern al Committee and has been an active mem ber of cou ncil for two yea rs. These
are only a few of his activities. I have fo un d Gus Garcia a ma n o f m any
ideas and so lutio ns. I feel t hat Gus Ga rcia ca n serve this Col lege com munity in the position he is seeki ng th e office of Treasurer . The
decisi on is up to you, so think before you vo te.
'
Carlton Ha irston

Coffee House Tonight

at 9 P.M.
Front Lounge, Student Center

Connie!
Dear Editor,
Th ts letter is in support of Connie Efthemios who is running for the
position of Asst. Secretary o f Student Organ ization . Prese nt ly Conni e
is the Freshman class Tr,.eas. and ha s helped in many successf ul
programs for her Freshman cla ss; such as the hypnotist show, and the
upcoming " Almost Anything Goes." Connie is a member of the
College Renovation Committee and al so on the Memborabilia Staff.
' Knowing Connie w,e feel she has all the proper qualifications for
the office of Asst. Secretary of Student Organization she has experien c"e in secretarial work .1Along with bein g very friendl y, outgoing peri5onality that would enable t,er to help the Students of Kean
College as a member of Student Organization . In conclusion we feel
Connie Efthemios is the best candidate for her position and hope you
will give her support that she deserves.
Ralph Naples
Greg Cuzzolino
Tom Lee

ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING
GUEST SPEAKER ·

. MR. JERRY MULVANEY
I.B.M.
,

MARCH 24, 1977
3:05 P.M. COLLEGE HOUR
IN CSS 103

Joey Ginarte
Citizens of Kean :
I 'm writing on behalf of Joe Gina rte , candidate for N . S. A. Coordinator.
Joe was elected to council this year by a largJ ly ethnic vote-A Hi~panic, elected by hispanics to represent hispanics. But Joe went far
beyond serving a narrow constituency .' Throughout his term of of-

(Continued
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All interested Computer Science Majors may attend
~
Refreshments will be served

'
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by Buz Whelan
Coping. It's one of the key
terms of the age we are entering.
There isn't any need to bore you
with the usual list of popular
grievances
against
modern
civilization . We are all well aware
that it is becoming increasingly
difficult to find some senie of
personal wealth and a measure
of that elusive state we call 'happiness.' The best most of us can
hope for is to cope.
How?
Biochemistry is one way.
Changing things around inside,
altering this orthat perception. It
works well enough for some.
Superstition's another . Bright,
clear lights and things that go
bump in the night; Everlasting
everything, never to sleep
without awakening, good luck
and bad spirits. Etcetera. This,
too, works for some.
We recently · met someone
with a device all his own. Joseph
Kerr - such is he ca lled - recently
explained to us the method he
uses to cope . If he some times
sounds evangelical , it is because
of the change he feels has come
over his life. On the offhand
chance that a reader might
benefit from Kerr's story, we
decided to print our interview .
Wizard:Hello, Mr. Kerr. We're
told you 've recently found a new
way to happiness.
loe Kerr: Yes , I have . I feel like
I've been reborn. I've discovered
Defense Mechanisms.
W: Defense Mechanisms? Like
in Freud , defense mechanisms?
JK: Yes, like in Fre~d.
W:How does this help' youknowing about Freud's theories
of the unconscious?
JK: Knowing the theory isn't
much help . You must learn to
live Defense Mechanisms. It's
got to be a conscious , willful
thing.
W: Can you explain what you
mean more fully?

JK: Certainly. Take Denial. I'm
heavy into Denial. I used to be afraid to die and I'd worry about it.
Now, I simply push such
thoughts aside . I deny death. I'm
~ever going to die, I tell myself.
! ve go~ myself believing I'm go~ng to live forever, I'm so good at
It .

W: Surely you can 't actually
believe you'll never die? It isn 't
rational.
JK: Who said anything about
rational? It's comfortable. It
relieves the pain of fear of death.
Who cares if it's irrational as long

(Continued on page 7)

By Robert Kern
Why do people frequent bars?
To merely drink? That doesn 't
quite cover it. Anyone can go out
and purchase a bottle of rot-gut
and drink themselves into a
stupor in the comfort of their
own homes. The only obvious
answers are to be with a crowd or
to impress a date.
If you 're trying to impress a
date read all past articles. If you
want to be with buddies this
column should help. If your
drinking tompanions are true
friends then they might not mind
it if you lucratively teach them a
few bar bets .
Anyone who has frequented
red neck saloon, knows what bar
bets are. It is a wager, not associated with gambling norms
which , for the most part , is a sure
thing to the propositioner .
If you find yourself in a strange ·

,sulion.fl fl.noth~r

w~fl Vi~w

BY Sister Mary Ali ce Beck
Today on every side Christian s
are being challenged to preach
the gospel, but not ju st in word .
but rather with their very lives.
·· 11 is impossible to prove the existence of God intellectually today tr ;:>eople," writes Catherine
de Hueck Doherty in her book
The Gospel Without Compromise. "They must see him in
our lives. The proof must be ex istent ial: The Chri stian must cry
th e gospel with his life" .
Last weekend I experienced a
gathering of a_ very diversified
gro up of about two hundred
persons, includin g students,
faculty , parents , clergy, sisters,
b rothers, whose very presence
spoke of their desire to live the
gos pel of Christ in their daily
lives. These persons gathered at
Stony Brook , Long Island to
spe nd three days toget her praying, sharin g life experi~nces and
discussing the impli cat ions in
"their personal lives of a remark -

able document called " The
Second Letter to the People of
God " .
Some young persons from all
continents of the world lived thi s
past fall , together with Brothers
of the Christian Community of
Taize, among the poorest of the
poor in Calcutta. Going with
empty hands , they hoped to
di scern what God was sayi ng to
the Church through the poor.
Out of thi s living experience
ca me what these you ng persons
call a " letter to the People of
God " .
Caught up in a search for
deeper personal rootedness in
God , for a society where human
beings are not victimized , these
persons call upon the whole
Christian Church to make a personal response . Each is ca lled to
help heal the wound s of humanity by makin g of his own life a
" parable of sharin g", con-

bar these tricks, when more
trifling s are bet, can be an efficient icebreaker, if the other
patrons are good sports : Or
nosebreakers, if they aren ' t.
Some of these require the simplest pre-planning but they hardly cost more than a few pennies.
1) The Match Trick, or Somple
Arithmetic C.in Be Fun.For this
trick to work you must have a
book of matches or toothpicks
off the bar. Count out about a
hundred (the number is ~rbitary
but important) . Tell whomever
you are playing that they must
pick more than one but less than
ten sticks on each turn and you
will do likewise and the person
who picks up the last stick wins .
Tricks : Make sure, after each
round , that the number of sticks
picked adds up to ten. If he picks
six, you pick four. If he picks
three , you pick seven. ' That
works if he goes first. If you go
first make sure that your second
pick bring the number picked to
twenty. You can't lose.
2). Another Match Trick, or
How To Make Your Opponents
Sulphur. Bet your mark that he
cannot light a book of matches
on one strike for each.
Trick: He can't. By the time he
gets half-way through most of
the striking surface will be
scraped and it will at least take
two strikes to make it work.
3) The Glass Trick, or The Great
Pilsner Glass Hoax.If you are in a
bar that serves in tapered pilsner
glasses b.et someone that the
glass is bigger around the top
than it is hi gh.
Trick: Very simply : it is . . .
everytime.
4) The Hat Trick, or Your Hand
Is Quicker Than The Guy. Some
bets require a little dexterity. Bet
someone that you can drink a ·
shot glass of whiskey from under
his hat without touching the hat.
Trick: When he places his hat

0

Professor Bonnie M . Kind of
Kean 's Psychology department
has secured the firm , " Images.of
Males and Females in Elementary
School Textbook, " for viewi ng in
her course Psyc holog y of
Women . Kind will show the film
· on Monday, March 28 at the 3 :OS
hour; on Tuesday at free hour .
and Psi Chi , th e psychology
honor fraternit y, wi II sponsor a
second viewing. The firm , a slide
presentation is distributed by the
League of Women Voters . Call
Kind (ext. 2596) or the Psycho logy Depa rtm ent (ext. 217.1)
for exact locations and ot her details .
0

The New Jersey Federation
of" Women 's Clubs features
" Women in Action " for their
spring conference and lun cheon
scheduled for March 28 at The
Manor in West Orange , Professor Denise Mat'ejic of Rutgers on
" Wompn 's Credit Right s and

Responsibilities ," and Lynne , others. Registration materials are
O 'Carroll of the Middlesex available at Kean's Women 's
County Pro.secutors office on
Center ; the fees are set at $12.00
" Your Rights Under the Law ."
and include refreshments , lunare among the principal
ch.
0
spea kers .
l\lso at the Airport Holida y
0
Mrs. Marie O so lin ski will
Inn and scheduled, for TODAY:..
present her senior recital on
Dr. Susan B. Anthony (yes, the
French Horn on Sunday. Mar ch . grand-niece of the woman
27 at 3 P. M . in the Eugene
herse lf) is speak in g on women
Wilkins Affirmative A ction Comand alcoholism. Anthon y will
mittee of the New Jersey Co unspeak of her own experiences cil , AFL-C IO has notified our of- she is a recovered alcoholic - at
fice o f a conference her group thi s comprehensive treatment of
has desig ned " Lookin g Ahead - the problem. Call Nancy Bra ch at
1
Progress in A New Era. " for
783-9313 for m ore information.
O
Saturday, April 2 at the Holiday
You ma y want to learn more
Inn at Newark Airport from 9 unabout " The New Independ ent
til 5. The conference designers Woman," a work shop planned
plan work shops on women in
fo r this Saturday and sponsored
managerial roles , avenues for full
by the Women 's Center at
employment
women
and
Montclair State from 10 A.M .
money, health , religion - many
until 4 P. M. and at that campus .

r------------------------------,

I
I
I
I
I
I

Next week, please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE.I
section of The Independent:
I
Item or event _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
I
Place, date and time _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ I
Source _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __:___ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ I
Your name _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ I
Please return all suggestions to : The Campus Center for Women, Rml
SA 114, Bookstore Building.
1 __________________________ J

I

(Continued on page 13)

(Continued on page 7)

In Defense of Hitler: by Frank
Bolger
-

Camp us women (students ,
staff and faculty) will be interested in these items which come
to our attention thi s week at the
Cam pus Center for Women.

over the drink lean ·over and take
a deep breath . Afterwards say · _
" There." He will pick up the hat
to be sure . You grab the glass
quickly and down the liquor.
You win because you did not
touch the hat.
S)The Kiss Trick, or The Quarterback Sneak. Find yourself a good
looking person of the opposite
sex (men and women can both
use this trick) and bet them a
quarter that you can kiss them
without touching them.
Trick : There is non. If the person agrees tell them to close
their eyes and buss them a good
one. When they open their eyes
and exclaim "But you touched
me! " Shrug your shoulders and
pay the quarter.
6) The Falling Buck Trick, or
Stemming The Tide Of Inflation.
Bet someone that they cannot
grasp a falling dollar.
Trick : You should have a crisp
new bill for this. Have them hold
out their hand thumb and
forefinger extended. Hold the
dollar so that their fingers are at
the halfway point of the bill .
They ca n 't catch it, unless they
are fantastically quick. If they try
it on you. Make sure that your
fingers are at least two-thirds of
the way down the bill, you'll
have a better chance.
7) The Dice Trick, Or The Old
Catch 2, Too. Have a person put
their fingers around a glass and
hold one die that way. Place the
other die on top and tell him to
get them in the glass one at a
time.
Trick : The- throwing of the
second die will 9 times out of ten
dislodge the first one out of the
glass. If you wish to make the bet
that you can do it it's simple.
After getting in the first one
merely let go of the second and
move the cup down to catch the
failing cube.

Goodbye, Mary Richards!
Goodbye, Mary Tyler Moore!
Goodbye, Saturday night! For
seven years, in ra fn, snow , and
especially in dark of night (barring only pre-emption for some
inane and palpably idiotic
"special ", such
as Jacques
Cousteau having a formal dinner
with a seal, a Friar's Club Roast of
Richard Speck, or a teevee
movie·, The Mary Tyler Moore
Show has meant Saturday night.
With good reason. There is
nothing on television remotely
as good as this cornerstone of
MTM enterprises. True, it was All
In The Family which broke the
ground for serious humor(?) on
the Idiot Box . As of this show,
babies ceased " poodling " in
their diapers, women were no
longer " with child", nor was it
simply " that time of the month ,"
(which could, to the unitiated,
mean anything from a bank
statement to a bath .)
But where is Bunkerdom these
days? Pouncing upon each fad,
trying them on as an old woman
does hats, it has grown sufficiently silly to no lon ger merit
consi deration
as
top-notch
comedy . In_truth , it has been a
gradual but steady decline. The

lone spark of life in the show , a
sinister and riveting jewel, is Archie's own unrestrained pre·judice. Edith is a screeching
moron, without dignity, without
- charm, pathetic to an extent that
sympathy is uncalled for . Her
only salvaJion is that slie is too
vacant a dunce to be real , Gloria
was a strutting and bad-mouthed
brat from the outset, again
unbelievably so, and she remains
one. Mike, towards the middle
of the show, displayed elements
o.f sanity which have since gone
the way of any good idea on
television .
Furthermore, AITF was never
freed of moralistic canting, what
Nietzsche called " moralic acid,"
and as the years have dragged on
this corrosive cant has only
become more destructive.
Indeed, that whole Lear-i ng mob
of morality tales (Jeffersons,
Good Times, He's My Charlie,
Where's My Bernie, What's On
Second) have been sunk by
reverting to formula . Despite the
Mary Hartman plague upon the
land , one that bears serious study
by a team of psychiatrists , Lear is
a falling star, at least in terms of
quality. The two words are at
wor, television and quality. It 's
like giving a lobotomy to a head

(Continued on page 12)
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Sponsored by the Math Club of
Kean College
Answers to last week's puzzles:
: SIMPLE: Follow the arrows.

by the Indy staff

from bed to bed. It simply does
Thieves and brigands steal the not hold the attention, pa,show as this week's selection of ticularly when compared to the
felonious films focuses on the Fielding adaption which it so formost organized of anti-social tuitously followed. There are
behaviors: CRIME! Meanwhile, some amusing moments, some
on the more acceptable side of ~ound larfs. (2 hrs. 30 min .)
sin, Channel 13 continues its run
SUNDAY
of Ingmar Berman classics as an 1 :00 (4) North By Northwest
excuse to get . into your wallet.
(1959) Quintessential Alfred HitTalk about enlightened self- chcock film, with mistaken ideninterest ... I
.. tity, suspense, Cary Crant,
- FRIQA Y
Mount Rushmore, music by Ber12:30 (9) When Worlds Collide nard Herrmann, spies, and
(1951) The end of the world (a ·Alfie's hidden cameo. Contains
popular theme in 1950's films), the famous cornfield strafing sevia a runaway planet on a quence. Top notch thriller . (2
collision course with Earth, hrs. 30 min.)
sparks this sometimes-preachy
1 :15' (7) Alias Smith and Jones
epic. George Pal's Oscar-win- (1970) Oner more, television,
ning special effects include the that bane ot inventiveness, canflooding of New York City and
nibalizes the movies to come up
the uniting of Earth's with this "loose adaption" of
governments to build a rocket- Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
ship to carry colonists to another Kid. In many ways this is a very
planet. (90 min.)
passable product. There is a
SATURDAY
chemistry between Peter Duel
10:00 (13) The Seventh Seal (1957) and Ben Murphy, each dead in
This excellent Ingmar Bergman their own way, which made the
film deals with a chess-match show sparkle in a very cheap sort
between Death and a knight, of way. Murphy has gone on to
superbly played by Max Von screen immortality as Gemini
Sydow. The cinematic elements Man. Whenever Mr. Duel has
throughout the film near perfec- elected to let his dust settle, he is
tion, showing the viewer to undoubtedly amused. (1 hr. 50
totally different school of film
min.)
MONDAY
art: the early film techniques that
made Bergman the brilliant 11 :00 (13) The League of Genfilmmaker he is today. Don't miss tlemen (1970) A perfectly British
this one. (1 hr. 45 min.)
comedy-drama exploring that
11 :30 (2) The Assassination
elusive dream of all honest men,
Bureau, ltd.
(1969) Ivan the perfect crime. Jack Hawkins
Dragomiroff, dashing head of an stars as a retired army officer
assassins-tor-hire organization, determined to put those things
accepts
an
intriguing which the Army has taught him
proposition: the assassination of to work on a paying basis .
one Ivan Dragomiroff. A blackly Hawkins assembles a squad of
humorous chase through turnveterans to apply the peculiar
of-the-century Europe climaxes tools of the military, efficiency
in a fencing duel (between
and team work (SNAFU?), to the
Oliver Reed and Telly Sava las) inunrefined art of pilferage . The
resultant
merriment
and
side a zeppelin. Great furi I (2 hrs.
mayhem is highly improper,
25 min .)
1 :00 (7) The. Amorous Adven- hence, thoroughly enjoyable.
tures of Moll Flanders · (1965)
Clever as only the British may be.
Many excellent touches. (2 hrs.)
Scrapings from the same vat as
Tom Jones, but a shaJlow and un- 12:30 (5) The Purple Heart (1944)
World War 11 propaganda at its
satisfying imitation. Defoe 's tale
finest. Based on a "true inof the young wench of dubious
cident," the story follows the
virtue, whose structural integrity
to paraphrase Lewis
Carroll , travestied trial of eight downed
becomes dubiouser and , U.S. fliers. Dana Andrews, a kind
(Continued on page 16)
dubiouser, and she bounces

Southern
Conifort®
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tastes delicious
right out of the bottle I
that's why·it
makes Mixed
Drinks taste
so much
better!

great with:
Cola• Bitter Lerno
Tonic• orange juice
Squirt ... even milk
You know it's got to be good .. . when it's made with

Southern Co,nfort®
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATIO N. 100 PROOF LIQU EUR. ST. LOUIS. MO . 63132
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INTERMEDIATE: His right elbow
is on his left knee. (Most people
will usually sit with their left
elbow on their left knee or their
right elbow on their right knee.
Try itll Amazingll)
ADVANCED: The secret to drawing the diagrams is that each line
you construct must intersect
every previously constructed
line.
Below is a table of the -results .

2

them. See if you can determnine
the result of the race.
Archie : Felix was second. I was
fourth.
Dexter: I was third . Waldo was
last.
Oscc1r: felix won. I was second.
Felix: Dexter won . I came in last.
Waldo: I was second. Felix was
third.
ADVANCED: Try to decipher the
following code. Each letter
stands for a unique number from
0 to 9. Both operations are addition.

THREE LINES

Pattern : (Number of regions) +
(Next Number of lines used) =
(Next Number of regions)
Rule: n 2 + n + 2 ,
2

where n = Number of lines used

Try your luck on these puzzles:
SIMPLE: A census taker, counting the inhabitants of a
backwoods parish, was questioning -the bearded owner of a
tumbledown shack. He pointed
to another man who lay fast
asleep, propped up against a
tree. " Who is he?," the census
taker asked. The man replied,

Wizard"s
(Continued from page 6)
as it works.
W: Do you think others will
accept irrationality, even if it
works?
JK: Are you kidding? Of
course they will. Look, I used to
feel guilty all the time. Then I
learned Repression . Guilt
feelings are just squashed back
to wherever they come from .
Anger, too. I feel so peaceful.
Who doesn ' t want that?
W: You 'd make a good salesman .
JK: When you discover inner
peace, you want to spread the
word . I want to share my joy with
others. Defense Mechanisms is a
system that works. All you have
to do is learn to believe in it.
W: Are there no weaknesses in
this system of yours?
JK: Occasionally I run into apparent contradictions - a loved
one dies, for instance - or things I
don ' t understand. Then I use
Avoidance. I say to myself I
wasn 't meant to understand, it's
too complicated to figure out. I
avoid such confusing beautiful
things.
W: Are there' no weaknesses in
this system of yours?
JK: When you discover inner
peace, you want to spread thw
word . I want to share my job with
others. Defense Mechanisms is a
system that works. All you have
to do is learn to believe it
W: Are there no weaknesses in
this system of yours?
JK: Occasionally 1' run into apparent contradictions - a loved
one dies, for instance - or things I
don' t understand. Then I use
Avoidance. I say to myself I
wasn 't meant to understand, it's

(Continued on page 16)

" Brothers and sisters I have
none, but that man's father is my
father's son ." Who was the
sleeping man?
INTERMEDIATE:
The
five
athletes below have just finished
a race. Each of them has made
one true and one false statement
to the reporter who interviewed

FORTY
TEN
+ TEN

+

SEND
MORE
MONEY

SIXTY

Until next week
ciphering.

. . . happy

· Matters
By Robert Kern
Ty-ho, Kemosabbee, finally
got logo. That has got to be the
worst logo I have ever see n. ·I
want another.
Down to cases : from the opening you may safely assume that
this
week 's questions
will
concern that masked rider of the
plains, champion of justice (no,
not Bowie Kuhn), yes, The Lone
Ranger. So saddle up and get
moving.
1. What is the Lone Ranger's
secret identity?

2. How did he get his white
hat?
.
3. Why was he called the Lone
Ranger?
4. Who was his arch enemy?
5. What is his mask made from?
6. Who is his equally famous
grandnephew?
7. What were the two main
pieces of music used in the
show?
8. What was his trademark?
9 and 10. Give the two mostused answers to " Who was that
masked man?"

Another View
(Continued from page 6)
cretely transforming the way he
lives and uses material possessions. ·
The letter urges that Christians
resist the desire to consume, to
accumulate reserves , to make an
even higher salary. " Work to
earn what you need, never to
accumulate more". The sharing
urged upon Christians involves
more than possessions; it also
means hospitality of home and
table, working · for a greater
equality of wages, redistribution of wealth and the transformation of any system promoting injustice in our world.
The challenges of, this letter
are not easily met, and many persons tend to become discouraged in the face of the overwhelming obstacles presented
by the materialist society in
which we live. However, the
people who gathered at Stony
Brook, with their sincere desire
to begin to put a " parable of
sharing" into effect in their personal lives, are a sign of hope and
support to all of us in the Chris-

tian Church who take seriously
the injunction of Jesus Christ to
" seek first (God's) kingship over
you, his way of holiness, and all
these things will be given you
besides". (Mt 6 :33) .
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President

Vice President

\,

.
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~

A short while ago I ca me to thi1
schooras an uninvnlved student.
Now I'm running for President ot
• your Student Organization .
I'm presently Secretary ot
Finance Board with two years experience behind me. I've also
been Secretary of the Student
Organization for the past year.
You ask what the title
"Secretary" means?
No, it
doesn 't mean I stay a_t a
typewriter all 'day hoptng
ac-:
complish 75 wpm by June 1977. It
does mean that I hold an active
role in my executive position by
making decisions applying to
you - the students. Yes, that 's
right: should we renovate the
Littl~ Theatre (we did) ; should
we fight to have withdrawals
removed from transcripts (we
did); should we make an effort to
restructure the Finance Board to
represent all students, be it
black / white, Hispanic/ non-hispanic,
Resident/ Commuter ,
Greek /I ndependent
or
Male/ Female (we did) ; and also
should we try to broaden our
scope by sending full representation to National Conventions
instead of a "select few" (we
did).
Through all these previous
concerns I have been fair and
open minded and would continue to do so if elected. Thank
you and good luck to t~ose in the

to

race.

Joyce Marinelli
Ballot #1

John
Mexia
Resume
Not

Submitted

V()'fE

V()1~•:
V()l~E

V<rr•:
V()'fE
V()'fE

VOTE!

w
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Assistant Secretar

Ofelia Ouiedo

,;

'fl
.

. ·'

The Vice-Preside nt of Student
Organization must konw the
campus and the students. VicePresident is the overseer of all
committees and a participant of
most. I am a member of the Executive Board of · Student
Organization . The Executive
Board is that body that investigates proposed actions in
detail , brings legislation to the
council. It make5 : informed
iecommendation.s
to , -'• the ·
Student Council , whk:h ·cons·ists
of students from the freshmen,
sophomore, junior, and senior
classes. As the President of the
Class of 1979, I was sophomore
representative to the VicePresident's
Task
Force on
Academic Policies, it is a committee set up to review the
academic structures here at Kean
College. I worked on the
C. L. E. P. test sub-committee
with faculty and administrators. I
am presently serving on the
Dean of Students Selection
Committee on the screening and
interviewing
sub-committee
which has read 215 applications
for Dean of Students, and must
select the best 5 candidates. I am
a member of the Yearbook Staff
and I work on campus as a
Student Aide. I believe in being
around and pitching-in . VicePresident is a working job and I ·
feel I can do it. You only have
ONE vote, so stand up and make
it countl
Sincerely Yours ,
Tom Colucci ,
Candidate for Vice-President
of Student Organization

For the short while that I 've
been in this college, I have
become very active in Student
Organization . I am presently
Treasurer of the Freshman Class.
I have worked along with th·e
President of the Freshman Class
to provide activities for all
students
through
various
programs such as the Hypnotist
Show, and the upcoming Almost
Anything Goes Program to be
held in conjunction with Kean
Week. I also serve on the College
Center Renovation Committee.
Because of this committee , I
understand the changes to come
about in this building and the
responsibilities that will fall upon
the Student Government in tonjunction with this project .
I am also a member of the
Para los estud iantes Espa nos. Memorobilia Staff and my exYo soy una de las candidatas para perience there has given me inla posicion de asistente de la sight as to the relationship
secretaria . Yo he trabajado con el between Student Org . and its
gobierno estudiantil , he par- funded groups - a relationship I
ticipado en los programas para have seen from both sides of the
I fully understand the resfence .
los Espanos yen el programa de
ponsibilities of the Assistant
In regards to secretarial skills, I
orientacion. Es muy irnportante
Secretary and I hope that when
que todos los estudiantes Es- feel my qualifications a re more
you vote today you consider
panos voten. Recuerdense que than adequate . I am an excellent
Connie Efthemios, Ballot #11 .
su voto es el instrumento de typist having had a part time job
Connie Efthemios
representacion en ei gobiernc where that was my primary duty,
Candidate for Assistant
and I can also take dictation and
estudiantil.
Secretary of Student Org.
handle phones as well.
I am one of the candidates for
the office of Assistant Secretary.
Presently I am a junior and a
psychology major. I have served
on the election committee and
worked
with
Student
Organization . I was a staff
member of the orientation
program. I am an active member
of the Spanish Community at
Kean. I believe that I am
qualified
for
this
pos1t1on
because of the experiences I acquired from working with
different organizations on campus. I want to emphasize the responsibility of all eligible voting
students to. voice your opinion at
the polls and vote for the candidate of your choice.

Michelle Cousins Ballot #2
In last weeks Independent
appeared a short summary of
what I think most Kean College
students are concerned with .
Allow me· at this time to go into
this subject of survival a little
deeper. As I stated earlier, Survival is the key word in the
American language for th.e Kean
Coll~ge student. fher, are many
things happening . agoss the
country that affect students indirectly as well as directly.
Tuition increases and the phasing out of various programs that
-are vital to our existence while
attending this institute of higher
learning are among these things.
Serving on the Finance Board
and Council at Kean, and also
being the state representative for
New Jersey to the United States
National Students Association
and the committee of (Congress
Steering Committee), has made
me realize the importance of
group cohesion . Speaking with
other students from different
parts of .the country as well as
from our own state and school
has also served to reinforce my
belief in group cohesion . I will
strive to be the back bone to the
next president of our student
government and the strong arm
of our student organization. It is
important to have a strong
president, as well as a strong vice
president.

My proposals if elected are as
follows: Student Organization
Budget is one of the high~st in
the country. The individual
budgets of every organization on
campus need to be scrutinized
very carefully. I would plan todo
this by taking line item by line
item of each group to compare
their actual needs with the
money they requested. I beUeve
this would cause a roll back on .
the new Si.m· per.credit system
that is stated
tlegin next
semester because there would
be no need for it.
Secondly, I would initiate a
proposal that was in effect a few
years ago, but has since been
dropped. It calls for a mid-year
report by Student Organization
to let you, the student, aware of
what is being done for you with
your money. The report includes
a suromary by each executive
member,
including
the
President, of what they have
done since being elected and
their plans for the coming
semester. Council, along with all
funded groups should also make
known their tentative plans for
the future. This would give
students a greater idea of where
all their money is being spent.
Jim Kaus

V(ffE

)(

to

VOTE
VOTE
VOTE
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Secretary

Assistant Treasurer

i...
Ray Parente
Ballot #8
Experience is the best teacher;
at least that's what I was always
taught. Herein lies my greatest
asset for the position of assistant
treasurer
of
Student
Organization.
I am a Management Science
major with emphasis in the field
of accounting.
During the past term of office I
have served on the - Finance
Board and Student Council. I was
vice-president of the sophomore
class, but resigned when offered
membership on the Finance
Board to prevent any conflict of
interest.
As a Finance Board member, I
quickly learned the policies and
procedures of handling financial
matters. These things being a
necessity to maintain a high
degree of excellence in both the
assistant treasurer ' s and
treasurer's position .
In addition , I volunteered to
work on a sub-committee which
investigated and dealt with the
capital expenditures for this
year .
Finally, I was appointed the
Chairperson of the Student
Government Clubs' budgets.
Currently, I have the responsibility of discussing and
an alyzing these budgets with the
funded groups and making
recommendations back to the
Finance Board.
My goal is clear : working in
the best .interest of all students
and funded groups to the best of
my ability.
Good luck to all candidates ·
and I hope to see everyone at the
polls today .

VOTE

Gus Garcia
Ballot #6
During his two years at Kean,
Gus Garcia has consistently
proven himself a forceful leader
and dedicated servant of the
Kean College and local communities.
He has served you as Vice
President of the Political Science
Club; on the Impact Committee ·
assembled by President Weiss;
with the Political Action External
Committee
which
brings
political figures here to speak
about higher education ,
records/shown voting records of
state politicians and administers
voter registration drives; presently serves as Parliamentarian of
Student Organization and as an
active Council Member for two
years; a member of Registrar's
Survey Form Committee; as Vice
President of the Spanish
Social/Cultural Club; Founder
and President of Lambda Theta
Phi fraternity.
Off campus, Gus serves as a
member of the Raymond Lesniak
Association , a group dedicated
to senior citizens; as the Conti
Team Association registration
drive Chairman; and as Chairman of a Blood Drive.
Gus's dedication and service/ 1ea de rs hip
accomplishments have been
recognized by his acceptance
into the International Hispanic
Hall of Fame as an Outstanding
Student Leader.
Clearly, Gus has dedicatedly
served in all in many ways while
here at Kean College. Now is our
chance to serve ourselves by
supporting Gus Garcia for Ass' nt
Treasurer.

+

Dan Lemberg
Assistant treasurer is the only
position on the Executive Board
that is a two year post. This year I
served as President of the class of
19SO- and on the Executive Board
and Student Council. Some may
remember our first function , a
magic and hypnosis show, which
was a great success. A 35 dollar
student activity fee is paid each
semester I ·would like to see this
money u~edJ o its utmost potential. I served on the Campus
Renovation
Committee and
Student Advisory Committee as
well as being a active member of
Hotline. I enjoy working with
people, for people, and hope
you give me this chance by casting your vote in my direction.

Mario Rios
Ballot #9
I am seeking your vote for
Secretary
of
Student
Organization. I have been on
your Student Council for one
year and served on the Finance
Board. Please note that the
position of Secretary is not
merely a note-taking job. The
Secretary is a member of the Executive Board, and as such , participates in all major policy-making decisions of that body. I feel
that my experience on the
Finance Board has given me
valuable awareness in respect to
the needs of the campus .
I have always been promently
available to other students : to
listen to their gripes, to accept
their suggestions , and to
generally get the feel of student
opinion. Specifically, as Copy
Editor of the Independent, I
came into contact with many
concerned students and tried to
make sure that their voices were
heard.
I was elected Freshman Class
Secretary and think that all
students should have the opportunity to participate to the
fullest in campus activities, and
should have a controlling voice
in the activities available.
The most important aspect of
college is becoming involved. So
I urge you to come and vote for

My name is Cathy Lynn
Schwartz and I am pursuing the
position of Secretary of your
Student Organization. I do have
the secretarial skills needed for
this position but I would like to
stress that the Secretary is in
more of a decision-making role
than a clerical one.
I currently hold the position of
National Student Association coordinator. During my term I have
started a preliminary draft and
mailing on an employment service. In being on the executive
Board and Student Council I had
the opportunity to partake in the
decision-making process . I had
to take decisive steps in regard to
many proposals such as, the
withdrawal policy , theatre
renovation , faculty-student
coalition, etc .. .
This past summer I attended
the 29th National Student Association congress where I was
elected to the National Board of
Directors to the Nationa I Student
Association. Through this experience I have been in the
position of making a multitude
of decisions, Financial and otherwise which will effect students
not only locally but across our
country.
I would like to wish my fellow
candidates the best of luck.
Remember .. . Today is the day to
elect your Student Represen-

the candidate of your choice.

tatives.

Your support would be greatly
appreciated!

N .S. A. Coordinator
Donald
Jones

VOTE

Resume
Not
Submitted

•

Jeff A. Dunbar
I am running for National
Student Association (N . S.A . )
Coordinator! Many people do
not even know what N . S. A . is,
so let me attempt a short explanation I
N.S . A. is basically a service
~ • 0 :inization. In the past N . S. A .

v , t, -

. '

.J

•

f

has provio~u ~~rvices . -~r
students, such as free legal au.:vice. In the future I hope to see
N .S . A.
providing an employment service where Kean
students can get both full and
part-time work near campus!
This service will also provide a
continuous market of labor
(from Kean) for community
businesses!
One may wonder what my
qualifications are for this
position! I am a sophomore and
a political science major, with 19
accumulated political science
credits! I have no past experience with Student
Organization, but I have the
willingness
and
personal
motivation to work once
elected!
I hope to be a candidate of the
· people! My support comes from
a broad based section of the
campus population. I am in no

I

Joe Ginarte Ballot#14
I' m running for the position of
N. S. A. coordinator. If I'm
elected, one of my first o6jectives will be to effectively continue the "Information Service
for Students" that was instituted
this past year. This essential service which provides information
about women 's rights, gay rights,
minority rights, etc., must be explain~~ ~'.:1 that it !.~~ches all
st1,.1dents in this campu3 . • The N;ttional Student Association can ht!~ our Student
Government if an · u,--;~~ual
situation rises, but only if the
N.S.A coordinator in this
college is experie~ced_ ?nd a
hard worker who Is willing to
work closely with our Student
Government.
I have represented our college
at various national conferences
including the Harvard Model
way an interest group candidate !
I am not accountable to any
social political or other type of
interest group on campus!
I feel that I can help the
students of Kean, N . S. A. and the
college in general. If elected I ask
for your support in helping me
get elected so I can help you!

,
-------------L.iri;~~d
Nations and
at
Washington; ~.S·, whe~e our
school was the only ont :.~ N.J ·
to win two awards for outstanding performance.
I was elected to our Student
Council last year. During the
three years that I've been a
student at this institution I have
actively particpated in our
student government. I have also
written for the Independent, and
I'm a Political Science Major with
a Pre-Law collateral.
If I'm elected I plan to work
just as hard as I have in tl:ie past
on behalf of all Kean College
students.
Do not forget to vote.
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St. Patrick's Day
at the Pub

Chuck Ross served green beer in honor of St. Pat (no relation to Pat Ippolito).

Photo by Tom Prillo

A lull in the excitement at the Pub.

,... .

__.. -;; The Kyogen Theatre of I;,

Loretta Bolger seasons the air with music from the Emerald Island.

Photo by Marta

Phot o b y Tom Prillo

Phntn hv Mart ;:, VPrn <•

Ph oto by Ma r ta Vetno

Their stories are told through song and dance.

Photo by Tom

Three members of The Kyogen Theatre performing in the T.P.A.

•
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Photo by Tom Prillo

Photo by Tom Prillo

Senior Citizens enjoying their meal.

Juniors who sponsored a Senior Citizens Dinner (left to right) Lou Roberts (entertainer),
Gloria Markevich, Karen Perlman, Patricia Ruchala, Gary Lambertson and Marie
McCabe.

Photo by Joe Horvath

Panamanian Ambassador.

Last week's C.C.B. Concert featured Blue Magic.

Photo by Denise DuckeH

Area Code also appeared in the concert.

Members of Johnny's Dance Band giving their all.

Ph oto by Denise Duckett

Photo by Paula Jensen

Photo by Paula Jensen

Johnny's Dance Band performed in the Little Theatre Monday night.

Shirley Chisholm spoke in the TPA last Thursday.
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The Third Coming of
Jesus Christ Superstar
by Robert Kern
I have come to a conclusion: it
· is practically impossible to do a
bad p ro d uction of Jesus Christ
Superstar. All a prod uction
needs is adequa te mu sicians and
peo pl e wh o can sin g in so m e
manner. What, then, is left fo r
the poor reviewer t o d o? H e
must critique the manner of presentation. The difficulty lies in
that no matter how badl y or wel !presented , the play will b e a•
success.
My problem here is not in how
bad the presentation was but in
how
fantastic.
Specificall y,
anyone seeing the play is caught
up in the music and singing and
rides along· the building beats
until the triumphant " Superstar "
number, when he cannot help
but be exultant . While this makes
the play a guaranteed entertainment source , it overshadows man y bits of staging
genius.
Superstar is currently being reredone up at the Paper Mill
Playhouse. It has become the
reliable standby, guaranteeing a
profit for the playhouse.
It would be ludicrous for me to
capsulize the plot of J.C. Any
college student has heard either
the whole album or, at least,
parts of it, and the story is fairl y
wekk known. (If there are an y of
you in doubt as to the plot , it can
be found in the Bible. a book that
is easily obtained since it has
been ' a best seller for a few
thousand years. )

The Paper Mill has shown
thought in its casting. Every
character is suited physically and
can sing , an asset lacking in many
small theatre productions .
When cur tain rises the stage is
shown to be a series of skulls su rro un ded by a crown of t ho rn s. I
kn ew t h is beca use t he d irector
announced it at a press co nference, but for the audi ence it
might take more t han an ave rage imagination to see it.
Juda s' " Heaven on Th eir
Minds " is done with two blu egarbed tormentors who represent the mental anguish o f making the realization that om e
whom he loves may be destroying an entire philosophy. During
the number a light directed from
behind the backdrop shows us a
gia'1t eye. This eye appears several times during the play , when
th e characters are praying or
speaking to God .
" What 's the Buzz? "
and
" Strange Thing Mystifying " are
well done but " Everything 's
Alright" is beautiful. Judy Kaye as
Mary Magdelene possesses a
good voice . In the Broadway and
subsequent productions it
seemed traditional that Mary
have a slightly screechy voice but
Ka ye's has · an almost operatic
sound . It is soothing and indeed , when she sings everything is alright, even between
Judas and Jesus.
The priests first appearance is
in harsh green and red li ghtin g
and they are deli ciously evil.

Okay, second , maybe third or
fourth banana , but ... who the
hell cares! And Rhoda (a good
The only serious competition
supporting character foolishly
MTM ever had for the top spot
spun-off into a dismal series exwas MASH, an original , wellploring the dubious virtues of
written well-acted , and for a
crudity
and inelegance, a
while, enormously funny show.
monument to boorish mediocIt was, at first, black humor, and
rity) , was another integral part of
on a much higher plane than
the show, playing so well off of
MTM. But it took itself seriously ,
Mary's All-American
image.
and that is the death of all
Minor characters came and
humor. It, too, became frocked,
w ent, some little noted such as
preachy and pretentious , even
Phyllis ' husband Lars, and .Lou 's
simplistic. The characters remain
wife Edie, and some long
intemerate, their souls purified
remembered such as Lou 's
in the end · by that blue dot
sometime girlfriend, played by
cleanser of sin , the sermon .
Sherree North . MTM did on ocNowadays ii ;; re'.!rely even funcasion dip its ladle into that bub- .
ny. Aida ' s
modernizea
bling vat oi vi riuc, t:.:! ~:!S resGroucho-delivery
grows
cued by the fact that it was
tiresome. It is obsessed with
always, as observed in Time
making such profoundly moving
magazine, " without malice."
and o riginal statements as " War
Lastly, there was Mary Tyler
is bad ," " Killing can be
Moore-Richards. A lot has been
dangerous,"
" America
isn 't
written about this character, of
always right," or " They' re
her " groundbreaking" status .
people too, just like us."
Too much more will be written ,
Lines ' that snapped and for Mary, like the rest of them ,
stung five years back now just was
hever
rea l.
The
sort of hang, like damp laundry. characterizations were all exIt hasn 't altogether to do with aggerated, that is the way of
the loss of principals Henry Blake Television . But for a refreshing
or Trapper John (although the change, the exaggerations were
show felt less like Father Knows
in the/ di ~ection of truth . They
Best with Maclean Stevenson, were like real people, only more
and Way.ne Rogers had a more so. We are, everyone, all things
visible rapport with Alan Alda as
bad and good , and our lives are
his on-camera roommate and
lived weighing the ap10unts .
drinking buddy .) That harsh tint MTM was no different. If
of sin travelled stateside with
someone were lopsided, obese
Trapper John, leaving the 4077th
in certain qualities, all were
palatable approximations, Mary
virtuous! No, the chief resparticularly
so . She
was
ponsibility fer the · decline of
MASH rests with writer s independent ... sort of. She was
strong-principled ... kind of. She
compelled to pump platitudes
into the minds of a nation
was tie incarcarnation of
maidenly virtue . . . usually. She
already cluttered with such .
So now, where will TV comedy · was rightthinking and open
minded .. . intermittently. All
be without MTM? What show
may dawn a character such as
those things which comprise the
Lou Grant, my personal fa vorite?
national character were present
in Mary Richards. All the types of
That incredibly appealing mixAmerican were inspected, the
ture of hard-as-nails and soft-asbogus
self-important
rainwater . Allright, not wholly
realistic, but .. . who gives a newsreader-cum-sage (Ted) , a
damn I And what about Murray?
modified throwback , no

N OTE: Thi s essay is n ot m ea nt to
be suggestive, b ut rat h er to sa tirize the growing issue of crime on
this campus .

Walter Charles as Caiaphas is a
This is an easy " how-to-do -it"
standout in voice and stature .
The priests, though , spend a guide for all ingenue criminals at
good deal of the song scurrying Kean College, written by one of
about the stage like elves the school 's finest. · I am a
through a glade for no apparent modern-day Robin Hood .. .
r.eason. Th is is , distracfrng from (taking from the rich and giving
to th e poo r - m yse lf, t hat i•s), dot he pri ncipa l singer.
All num be rs are ke pt at a hi gh ing my apprentices hip at Kean
level of exc itemen t, es pec iall y and later hopefully some grad" Simon Zealotes" and " Th e uate work at one of the fine r
Temple. " However, I wa s a bit institutions of le-arning.
distressed o ver " Damned for All
Naturally, being a Kean
Time " wherein Juda s' two tormentors return and he goes into College snatcher requires cerf its across the sta ge with the eye ta in qualifications. First, you
of God watching. A bit more sub- must belnd right in with the rest
tlety is called fpr here. The of the scenery . Never look out of
audience does not have to be hit the ordinary . Also, you must be
over the head to get the mes- quick on your feet, should it ever
be necessary for you to make a
sage.
In all honesty I must admit t hat run for it.
the song I liked least before I
First, let us start off with
loved most in this production . " I something simple for the ladies. I
Don 't Know How to Love Him," ' call this my " bathroom wallet
was for me the low ebb of the re- caper. " When going into a
cord and previous shows . Last ladies' rest~oom , make sure you
night, listening to a good voice are the only one on the outside
do it I immediately fell in love and that there are at least two or
with the song .
three victims busily occupied.
Robert Corff, as Jesus, stood in This is to ·make it worth your
the middle. He came across as while . \
confused and torn between
Through my own exGod 's will and his own survival.
His manner and bearing were periences, I have found that a
peaceful and elegant in a crowd great majority of females hang
but
alone , espe t ially in their pocketbooks on the inside
" Gethsemane," his fears come of bathroom doors, rather than
through. Jesus here holds no dropping them on the floors . Sof
hate for Judas. Even after he is if this is the case, the operation is
turned in , he knows that Judas quite simple. Just extend your
has had no ·choice in the matter hand (clad in leather of course to
avoid detection ) 0ver the top of
(Continued on page 13)

The Black Flag
(Continued from page 6)
of lettuce. Yes, it is a head but . ..

The Great Rip-Off

Ul

nonsense, rough and tumble,
hard-drinking news editor, with
a touch of cynicism (Lou) , the
" Who Am I? I've got to find
myself! I' m a person," national
obsession is gently probed
(Mary, Edie) and occasionally,
inadvertently slaughtered .

Miss Moore, herself, was continuously
superb ,
almost
flawless . Ever the subtle
presence upon whom ·the
weekly madness was enacted ,
but she was always so. The aspiring " males " of w ·o men 's
Libbery, so quick to dismiss
MTM 's role in an earl ier and
equally lonely comedy classic of
teievision ,
Van Drke
Show, do her a grave injustice.
Simply because she committed
the heinous crime of being
" happily married ", her contribution to that lone star of the

ine ~;::~

sixties goes unheralded. But qere
was the testing ground of her
comic style, w ith the greatest cast
of comic actors, guests or
regulars, that television has ever
had in sitcoms. It propelled her
to the MTM Show (as Change of
Habit never would have) Where
this show may, in turn , catapult
her throttles the imagination .
If MTM was not the " minor art
form " envisioned in the Time
magazine paean to it, indulging
in faddism, massaging the
national ideals, and bending its
knee to the thirty-minute format
rigidly imposed by the Lords of
the airwaves, it was the best of
whatever it was . It did the best of
whatever it does. Television being what it is, a mishapenly
grotesque mirror of the times,
this is the best that may be said of
a program. MTM is uniquely
rleserving of such praise, and
herewith ieC~!~~s it.
Incidentally, in detenst ~f
Hitler, at least he is dead, unlike
Betty Friedan .

Les Paul at· KC
,. ... •, .. s.•

•

•

the barrier and grap th e purse.
Have no fea r o f som eone runni ng o ut after you , because they
will either be too busy to notice
or too sta rtled to move. And if
they did move, it would be quite
embarrassing!!
Next, we can move on to
bigger and better things. The
trend for women's purses these
days is supe r h uge, so me as large
as shopp in g bags, so t hat one ca n
easi ly con ceal vi rtu all y anyth ing.
For in stance, you say you need a
clock for you r room to make sure
you get to your 8:00 class on
t ime? Well , fret no more. There
are some nice selections left in
the library, particularl y one in
the periodical room. All you
have to do is to ask the librarian
for back issues of Time, February
30, 1945 and 1977. This should
keep her good and busy, and in
the meantime you can make
your move. Just grab your
ladder, which an accomplice
should have handy, take the
clock and place it in your pocketbook. No one will be the wiser.
Just make sure it is not an alarm
clock , because it might attract
attention and it would be a bit
difficult to pass off the weird
noises coming from your body as
gas!!!
If your desire is for record
players and tape recorders, the
method for obtaining them is
foolproof. Just kidnap the appropriate professo r who would have
the means for obtaining these
'objects. Next, take out your saw
and hammer (two little tools that
are always convenient to have
around) and separate your
machines from the many chains
they are bound with . Imagine
putting miles and miles of chain
around all this equipment, as if
this school were. expecting
. someone to steal! How silly!
Finally, if you really want to get
back at one of your female teachers, bring in your pet skunk
and place it in your favorite 's office while she is out for lunch.
Then get your little animal mad
and run for your life. He will do
the rest.
Upon your professor's return ,
she will be in for a rare treat.
Either she will pass out right then
and there from the exotic fumes
or you will see her as you never
have before - doing f ifty miles
per hour down the corridor,
never to return! She will leave
behind anything your heart desires, money, future tests, and so
forth . Just make sure you have a
nose plug and later rinse all your
clothes in tomato juice, because
a skunk 's trail can go a long, long,
~;:;,-;:; way I
As I have
!.hese are just a
few exercises for the i<:.e;;:-:
novice. My nex n e-ries for the advanced criminals, should be
published soon , that is, if I don 't
get caught!

sa:c,

5. His dead brother 's shirt.
6. Britt Reid (The Green
Hornet)
7. " William Tell Overture" and
" Charge of the Light Brigade."
8. A silver bullet (of course) .
9. " I don 't know, but he left
this silver bullet. "
10: " I don 't know, but I wanted
to thank him."
Special Brainbuster:

Monday evening, March 28th Townsend Lecture
Series will present Les Paul in concert. He will be
appearing in the Theatre for the Performing Arts at
8:00 p.m. Admission is free and tickets are available
in the Student Activities Department.
Answers To Trivia
1. John Reid
2. As Tonto put it, " Hat
bleached white by sun ."

3. He alone survived an ambush on a Texas Ranger patrol.
4. Butch Cavendish and the
Hole-in-the-Wall Gang.

" .. . Hi yo, silver. The Lone
Ranger. With his faithful Indian
Companion Tonto, the daring
and resourceful masked rider of
the plains led the fight for law
and order in the early Western
United States. Nowhere in the
pages of history can ·o ne find a
greater champion of justice.
Return with us now to those
thrilling days of yesteryear . From
out of the past come the thundering hoofbeats of the great
horse, Silver. The Lone Ranger
rides again ."
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Superstars
Third Corning
(Continued from page 12)
the stage flapping a large piece
and did only what God wanted . of canvas.
It was stopped before it went
Corff's voice is good and his
actions are subdued. He is a man too far and the last scene of Jesus
but something undefinable in hanging in mid-ai r as the cross is
the character suggests the holi- lowe red to the floor h as a beauty
to it can only be ex perienced by
ness of the diety.
Kur t Yahjian as Judas is a sym- sight and t he so und o f t he m us ic.
G ra y d oes have on e problem .
pat hetic cha racte r. In spite of all
Christian Doctr in e t he aud ie nce As choreo grapher in add ition to
is com pe lled to fee l so rry fo r a director he may have asked for a
man w ho has no choi ce in such a littl e too m uc h from his dancers .
momentous decisi on . · Juda s' During th e Temple scene one
temptation for money is only for woman , whose name I could not
th e sati sfa~tion of th e priests, in ascertain from the program out
the end he tosses it away. His tor- shined the others with her grace
mentors
return
in
" Judas' and agility . When the moveDeath " and , as easily as they ments were more subdued they
egged him on before summarily worked but anything techhelp him ha,:ig himself in a well nically more difficult should
·. done effect. Throughout the sai- have been modified.
The setting by Bilty Puz:e ,on. cide the impersonal eye of God
tains no embellishments it is a '
watch~. a· ,
.
Judy Ka.ye> iils' M~leAe, is stark, simp~,- conglometate: <>f the devote'd follower. She rocks with an occasional platidolizes not only the message but form rolled on. The primeval
the man. She attends Jesus faith- feeling of the play is captured
fully but will turn and calm Judas perfectly.
Sherman Frank must be conduring the confrontation. Her
voice is soothing and her con- gratulated for his fine job with
cern for what is happening ap- the music and the .orchestra they
enhanced rather than disparent but not overplayed .
Pontius Pilate was played not tracted .
One interesting note. All the
as a thoughtful troubled man
bothered by the inevitability of characters on stage use •hand
events but more as an insecure mikes when singing. But one
ruler frightened by both sides finds oneself wondering where
but not for moral reasons. Scott they came from. The pick up of
Johnson 's voice is up to the part the mikes are so well incorbut his characterization is a bit porated as to be unnoticed in
disconcerting. When he finally most cases.
Our recommendation : See
tells Jesus that he will not stop his
" great self-destruction , die if you Superstar. The music and staging
are a homogenized entity which
want to, you innocent puppet"
there is no realization that Jesus cannot fail but bring any theatres
. goer to his feet, applauding.
is indeed an innocent puppet.
The play shall run through ApOf course everyone waited to
ril 17 at the Paper Mill. Tickets
see King Herod. " Herod's Song"
has become the most anti- and information can be obcipated part of the show and tained by calling 376-4343 .
everyone waits as they wait for a
carniva l, to see what new heights
of garishness can be achieved .
O verproduction for " H erod 's
Song" cannot be co ndemned ;
(Continued from page 6)
the song was made for i_t. James ·
8) The Penny Trick, or That
Dybas did not disappoint his Makes Cents Balance two penaudience.
From
his garish nies on opposite sides of the
makeup and low cut hip huggers edge of a water glass. Tell the
to his stylized movements he person that he cannot remove
plays the queen with relish. As he - the pennies at the same time ussigns he circles with a modified ing only two fingers. Then bet
bump and grind. Herod 's one him that you can.
shot on stage cannot be allowed
Trick: Snap the pennies flat on
to slip thro ugh the actor's the sides of the galss. Bring them
fingers. He can indulge himself halfway down the glass and snap
with the ham that must usually them o ff by pulling sharply to t he
be hidden from the publ ic. It is si de.
an actor's d rea m .
9) The Cigarette Trick, or How
Charles Gray's direction walks Not To Make An Ash Of
the fine line between played up Yourself. This may not work as a
and o verproduced . Towards the bet but it is one of the great
end it appeared the play got shockers. If your friend is smokaway from him , especially dur- ing a cigarette ask if you can see
ing the crucifixion when he had it. Reach and grab it by the ends .
people running madly around . . without burning yourself.

Fighting Chisholm Takes
Kean By Storm
by C. T. Proudfoot
Shirley Chisholm arrived at
Kean last Thursday night to the
glorious sound to the Third
World Gospel Choir . It w as a real
treat t o see and hear t he C hoir
aga in, and their rend id ti on s of " I
won 't Be Satisfied," " Th er e Is A
Fountain," " Take Me Ba ck , Dea r
Lord," and " You Mu st Co me In
At The Door," pu t t he audience
i n a fi ne mood for M s.
Chisholm 's appearance. Rodney
Brook 's piano accompaniment
was excellent, and the Director,
Shiela
Ellis , should
be
congratulated for a job well
done.
Ms. Chisholm (Representative
from the 12th Congre$sional Dist<kt in Brooklyn) received a stiilnding ovation from the crowd
even
before she started
speaking. She proposed to give
us the benefit of some of her
" ramblings and thoughts, as the
Nation enters its ' Tri-Centenial.' ,
She claimed that after all the
ritualistic trappings of the
Bicentenntal, there are still
thousands who don't receive the
benefits of the Declaration of
Independence
or
the
Constitution . Ms. Chisholm
noted that there was much talk
about egalitarian principles, but
staggering
inequities and
grievances were completely
ignored .
Shirley spoke of national immorality, and remarked that,
during the eight long Nixon
years, " dreams dried-up like
raisins in the sun ." Speaking of
minority discontent, she cited
the erosion of hard-won gains:
" People don 't erupt for momentary exercise; they can see that

Gourmand

Renata
Reorganizes
The
Renata
Club , an
organization serving the Kean
College non-traditional student
who is 25 years and older , is reorganizing and is once again becoming an active campus group.
The Club will sponsor another
luncheon get-to gether, this time
on March 31st. It will take place
in th e Down s Cafeteria at 11 :30.
At th is time, there will be an
election o f off icers. A slate of
names has bee n p repared , in
ho pes t hat t hese officers wi ll be
installed_,someti m e in t he Sp ri ng.
Members and non - mem b ers
are all welco me. Bri ng your o wn
lu nch or b uy it: d o u ghnuts will
be p rov ided fo r dessert .
A nyo ne wa nti ng furth er in fo rmat io n can ca ll Judy Shapiro, e xt.
2573, o r Se lma Dubnick, ext.
2018 .
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Trick : Make sure you have an
iced drink. Hold your thumb and
forefinger against the sides of the
sweating glass for about five
minutes. Then grab the cigarette.
The heat will not burn you for a
few seconds. When your fingers

start to feel warm give the
cigarette back.
10) The Pick-Up Trick, or Let's
Have a Chair for The Little Ladies.
Bet a man (sexist but necessary)
that standing two shoe lengths
away from a wall, leaning his
head against the wall and holding a chair he cannot stand up.
Trick: He can 't. Women
th~ugh can. It all has to do with
the relative size of the feet and
pelvic construction. In fact, using
t his o n a b ully you ca n leave h im
there indefn intely unt il he drops
the cha ir and pushes himself
away. Try tying his hands behind
his back.
Quote for the week: " Someday someone will walk up to you
and show you a brand new
sealed deck of cards and he will
bet you that he can make the
Jack of Spades leap out of the
deck and squirt cider in your ear.
Do not bet that man for you shall
.surely wind up with an earful of
cider ."
Old Gamblers
Proverb.

Lunchtime Theatre
presents

SYBIL
Final Pe-r formance
Today
1 2: 30 Little Theatre
Admission 49C
'----

there is a color criterion for
Carter is trying to restore faith
human rights, and the ' proper
and belief to the government,
channels' for redress don't
which belongs to you and I."
work ."
Representative Chisholm then
Replying to the age-old quesanswered many questions from
tion : " What do you people
the audience. About out foreign
want? " she said " the same oppolicy, she claimed that Africa
portunities as anybody else." Ms.
and the Caribbean have suffered
Chisholm noted that education
from a benign neglect because
is not the whole answer, relating
of our concern about Europe.
a story about the retirement of
She feels that President Carter
thirty railroad porters, all with
will attempt to reverse our
foreign policy as it is understood
college degrees. She credited
by the rest of the world.
them as a major inspiration in her
Answering on a question
struggle: " Fight for us when
about unemployment, she inwe're gone, Shirley." In answer
to the 'bootstrap' cop-out (Our
dicated that the Congress will
ancestors had to pull themselves soon move on a youth unemployment bill, concentrating on
up by their bootstraps . . . aU
and
offering
you people want is welfare) , - dropouts ,
vocational training. She feels we
Shirley said: " The tonguemust move towards a Rooseveltcluckers and guilt-massagers
type C. C.C. program , " not j ust
know that a white skin is still the
busy work, bu t mea n ingf ul e nonly passpo rt for f ull o pportunity."
vironmental
and
urban-enThe rest of Ms. Chisholm 's talk
richment projects."
was on a more optimistic note.
Questions were raised about
She told of how she is able to
two contraversial figures, Rev.
meet with President Carter every
Moon and ldi Amin. She said that
other week for breakfast, and. there is a Congressional Comnoted that it is ironic that a white
mittee dealing with malpractices
southerner should be the one to
which is looking into the Moon
Empire. Of Amin, she admitted
carry on the fight against injusthat all she knew was what she
tice. " Jimmy was not supposed to
read in the papers, " but it is very
be the standard-bearer," she
disturbing."
said. " He was an instrument to
Afte r
t h e lect u re, Ms .
be
used agai n st
Geo r ge
Ch isho lm wa s honored at a
Wallace." She told h_ow Carter
" escaped from the barn yard"
reception spon sored by the
and took himself to the people.
Delta Sigma Theta Soroity (She
Shirley feels that the qualities
had been a member of the
Sorority
while
attendin g
that helped Carter to be elected
were his deep religious faith and
Brooklyn College). There I had
his realization of the coun t ry 's
an opportunity to aske her a few
disaffection
with
traditional
questions of my own.
Understanding that she is not
politics in the post-Watergate
from New· Jersey, I asked if Ms.
era .
.
Representative
Chisholm
Chisholm knew about the
thinks that President Carter is
Booher Commission Report, and
truly a President of the people:
how she felt about restricti ons in
" They can see and feel demochigher educ;ation. She said that
racy in action." She replied to
she did n6t know about the
report, but commented that it
people who deride his 'common
sounded like a " typically reactouch ' that the common touch is
tionary answer to the poor state
symbolic ,
" symbolic
of
of our economy."
America ." Of Carter 's cutting
I wondered how she felt the
down of elaborate executive
Carter Administration would
trappings ; she agreed that " fanbenefit the women 's movement.
fare is no substitute for good
Ms. Chisholm said that he is
government," the days of the
' Imperial Presidency' are over."
highly sensitized to the problem,
and besides the two women w ith
M s. Chisholm noted that " never
before in the h istory of thi s land
Cabinet posts he w ill soon aphas there been a President who . point several women Dupty
Se c retarie s
( A ssist an t
has brought so man y Bla cks , Hi sDepa rtment Heads).
pani cs, and w omen into h is adIn con cl usion , I asked how t he
mi n istrati on at the p o licy-ma king level."
Congress in general fe lt abo ut
Presid ent Carter's innovati ons.
She related how Carter h ad
She repl ied tha t the youn ger an d
tol d her t hat he had a m issio n :
more progressive members are
" Somethin g told m e if I took
very excited about the changes,
· my fight to t he people and th ey
but man y of the older comm ittee
gave me a chance, I could t urn
thi s country around ." " I bel ieve · heads (where the real power l ies)
are " apprehensive."
thi s," said Ms. Chisholm , " Jimm y
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YOUR MUSIC. Paul Simon • Carole King • Chicago' • Barry Manilow
Linda Ronstadt• America• James Taylor• Helen Reddy• Seals·& Croft~
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Aquarian on Negroes
By The Starchild
The Aquarian is what used to
be good counter-culture journalism 'ti! the hornies set in . Ala s,
gone are the days of the unicorn,
the FREE Aq uarian and other
such blasphemous, scientific
shit. Gone are the 60's too.
rtry with the Aquarian, I really
• do. I buy it_as often as possible in
hopes of finding a band to p lay in
and, just maybe, to help the dear
old . Montclair rag become a
national daily. Rarely, however,

that I did , in which I erroneously
alluded a high-school mentality
to - . excuse the expression ,
white folks - girls. I am almost
human , I still make mistakes.
However, Kate wondered if my
name came to me in a dream.
Well , dear, Jericho, as you see,
has an " H " in it, and it didn 't
come to me in a dream, it came
to my mother, and it was a wet
one, too, What does the name I
choose to write under have to do
with what I write? Huh? No
matter, we' re all pals, right? Sure.

The members.of Funkadelic: send in the cloned

do I read their reviews. Oh , every The piece the Aquarian did on
so often to see if they've gotten the second Runaways ' album
better, but I am always disap- had me saying " What?" for
pointed . On the hole their ' weeks, but I let it go. I h aven ,t
eviewing staff seems to listen said much about the Aquarian
only to the covers an/of the ~ole even _though I've had much to
in the middle of the record. I-said say.
something equivalent to that
Until riow. I'm going to say it.
once , upon a time, and Kate of Th is is a review on a review. In
the Aquarian's crack playschool- particular, a review on a review
letter writing team promptly o f Funkadelic's ·"HARDCOR E
jumped right on my shit. This was JOLLIES." I won't even ask why
because of a Runaways' piece Mr. Michael Greenblatt would

bother reviewing an album that
is, for the Funk , outdated. I don't
want to know . I only further
serves to re-enforce my belief
that he does not understand
" bad mother" George Clinton ,
and .would have been best off
not only not writing a review on
Funkadelic, et al , but not ever
even hearing about them.
' Mr. Greenblatt makes his
second mistake (the first was
mentioned above) by comparing
Funkadelic's stage show to Kiss,
Alice Cooper, and Bowie. This is
like comparing Kiss to Donny &
Marie because each wear makeup an d entertain . Likewise the
similarity ends there with the
Funk. With the possi b le exception of Bowie, the others are
freak as an act. Funkadelic lives
just like that weird picture the
Aquarian ran.
For some reason , which I fail to
see the logic in, " This brings us
around to 'Hardcore Jollies.' "
How? No explanation. Mr.
Greenblatt proceeds to say the
Funk wastes time, is simplisitc,
and one particular cut, which is
absolutely
mind-bending,
" dragged on and on i11terminably." " Soul
Mate," a
beautifully done funk ballad , is
to (may I call you) Mike
" hindered by some bad-news
off-key singing." Off-key? If
your stylus had more than 600
hours on it, which I doubt,
because I don't believe you
listen to records , you should buy
a new one . No hurry. I agree that
"Cos mic Slop" is perhaps the
best thing on the elpee. Score
one .
Mike, you were merely a fool
to tamper with the elements of
the Funk, but to call " You Scared
the Lovin' Out of Me" obnoxious, is outright sacril ige.
May George have ever-loving
mercy on your reviewing soul.
George, forgive him , for he
know not what he do.
Finally, he thinks Funkadelic
realized " Hardcore" didn ' t live
up to their potential , since " The
Clones of Dr. Funkenstein " was
released "right quick." So quick
in fact that it preceeded
" Hardcore Jollies." Are you still
so na ive as to think Funkadelic
and Parliament sound the same?
" The Clones" is not by Funkadelicl
Prepare thyself to meet thy
Funker'I
Fuck with the Runaways if you
wish~ but don ' t funk with my
funk.
Toadies.

A Star Is, Born
By John S. Billias

better numbers are " Woman In
The Moon ," " I Believe In Love,"
and her finale, " With One More
Look At You / Watch Closely
Now. " Paul Williams and Kenney
Ascher co-wrote " Woman In
The Moon " and the finale, and
Kenny Loggins did the music for
" I Believe In Love. "
Barbra's handling of the tunes
along with the excellent backup
bands
blend
together
beautifully. She actually ROE:KS.
As for Kristofferson 's portions
of the album: not bad . K.K. plays
an on the way down rock idol in
the film and he sings the part
well. His backup band , the
Speedway, is tight and they support him nicely. But none-theless, it is Barbra who shines -on
this album.
Four discs to this record for
recording quality and overall
performance.

I've never really cared for Barbra Streisand . When people
mention the phrase " Female
Vocalist" to me my mind usually
centers on Flora Purim or Ella
Fitzgerald . For some reason ,
Streisand never impressed me.
Perhaps it was her choice of
music (FUNNY GIRL, STONY
END, etc.) that I found distasteful. But since I like to give
everyone a fair shake, I tried the
soundtrack from A ST AR IS
BORN.
At long last Barbra has done
something that appeals to me: I
was quite impressed by her
splendid fusion of Po p and Rock .
Along with the ever enduring
Kris Kristofferson, Ms. Streisand
seems to have somewhat of.a hit
in this LP.
Ba sically,
the
Streisand
numbers from the album are
very well done. Barbra puts her
all into the vocals with some
marvelous results . Some of the

A STAR IS BORN
STREISAND/KRISTOFFERSON
COLUMBIA RECORDS
JS 34404

Devils Released

some familiar names on thi s
album . Steve Miller, the Pointer
Sisters, and Ronnie Montrose
can befoundaddingtheirtalents
to those of the Devils on a few
selected cuts.
Yes, the Hoodoo Rhythm
Devils are here. I think they 've
got something going with this
album , but what it is I'm not sure.
Their musical talents are par for
the course, yet they have
audience appeal. Maybe it's the
lead vocals by Joe Crane and
Glenn Walters? Who's to say?
Three discs overall for the effort.
SAFE IN THEIR HOMES
HOODOO RHYTHM DEVILS
FANTASY RECORDS

By John S. Billias
Recently I received a copy of
an unusual album that .is hard to
generally classify. This gem is
called SAFE IN THEIR HOMES by
the Hoodoo Rhythm Devils.
Maybe it 's safe for me to say that
this LP is a little on the
Rock /Forl/Blues/?/ side. Who's
to say?
Anyway, the best cuts on the
disc are Dylan 's " Tangled Up In
Blue" and the old standard
" W.P.L.J. " (White Port and
Lemon Juice) . The Hoodoo
Rhythm Devils do their best to
interpret these songs, but I like
the Dylan and Mothers of I nvention versions better.
Believe it or not, there are

F-9522

Now! Newer Than Ever!
WNSC Free Flow 59
on your AM dial, and, of course, Sloan
Lounge, is coming at · you. New and
improved and 99 44/100% BAD. Request line IS open for most shows:
289-8399. Training sessions now go. .
mg on. No expenence necessary.
Check us out, we might be good for
you. Located on the third floor of
Dougall Hall.

-

Low is Righ,t!
by Maria Sgro
Whe I came back from my
vacation during winter break , my
boyfriend , being all too aware of
my ador.ation for David Bowie,
and of my breathless impatience
for his n·ext album to be released,
greeted me with a, " Bowie 's got
a new album out. " When I excitedly asked what it was like, he
replied, " Well , it's mostly just
music." I wish he had phrased
that a little differently. Music it is
not! Bowie has released a new
album, very appropriately entitled LOW. Throughout his
career he has tried to shock rock
fans with his different innovations. He ha s succeeded,
and in doing so has developed a
new type of musi c: " Space Disco." Personall y, it didn 't go over
too well . " Speed of Life"
reminds me more of the sou nd
my washing machine made
before · it was repaired. In
" Breaking Glass" he did try to do
something vocally, although I' m
not quite sure what it was . " What

in the World " is a little more 'o ld
Bowie-ish," but it's nothing to
get excited over (at least I didn 't
_and I'm pretty easy) . Bowie does
at least reveal some of his talents
•in "Sounds and Vision" with a
cool dubbing of voices and some
sweet synthesis. "Always Crashing in the Same Car " really is an
excellent cut, that is if you can
ignore the disco, or should I say
- unsophisiticated redundancy of
the drums. Maybe you can, but I
can: t. After listening to " Be My
Wife" and " A New Career in a
New Town ," I wasn't sure if I
should laugh, cry, or become
sick. The latter won. Now that
leaves us with Side Two. Yes, let 's
leave it, prefera_b ly locked in a
trunk in the attic, that is , unless
the organist got sick just before
your Aunt Tillie's funeral. Or if
yo u 're into the occult, you might
also consider buying it. But if
you're into good music save you r
money, honey : If y.ou've already
bought the album: oh well, that 's
the breaks. (Maybe a good idea
for what to do with it?)

Monday

.

Gary .
Reddick

WNSC .S chedule
-

Tuesday

George D.
Anderson -

- Wednesday

Nancy
Pleasant

Thursday

Friday

Dale
Forest

Bill
Fowler

-

of news
5 minutes

Ernie
Fuente's Latin
Disco Mach in e
Ru sse l
Smith

Kevin
Lynch

Jim
K_!.US

Maria
Sgro

The Bob
Kean Show

10-1Z

The
Starchild

The
Sungoddess

Jeff
Cohen

12-2

Mark
Worobetz

Lenore
Penna

Dave
Rosen

The
Imagina ry
Space Knight
Sir Cav
JoAn n
Troinello

2-4

Gwen
Austin
Owen
Plotkin

Mark
Ash
Derek
J. Dent

Chris
Howe
Michael
A. Hu ghes

Keith
Edwards

Dave
Bolles
Terry
Carter
& Wendie
Brenda
Tisdale

The Music ,
Explosion with
· Ace Wheeler
_ Kaptain

Rich
Ortiz

John
Scanelli

John
Walker

Conni
Lingus

Kathy
E. Youn g

Willie
Washington 's
Disco Express
Jim
Pecca

Doris
McEvoy &
Melanie Hirt
The Captain
& The Kid

A

Jay
Gal lopes

5 minutes

8-10

before
Every other
hour beginning
at 9:55 a.m.

'

4-6

Tim
Moran

6-8

-James
Staten

8-10

Debbie

10-12

Rodney
Adams

12-2
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Letters
(Continued from page 5)
fi ce, Joe has served all the students of this campu s. He has proven hi s
willingness to work . His judgement is based on prin cipl es of equal ity
- he blindly serves no special group.
It's true that Joe is involved in serving his Spanish supporters.,He is
president of Spanish Social and Cultural Club . But he is also on the
Committee to Select a Dean of Students. He has written for the
Independent. He represented Kean College at the H~rvard Model
U.N. and in Washington D.C. duri'ng the annual Poli-Sci trip to that
city. Joe is an involved student. and his contributions stretch across
the full campus spectrum .
If you want an N.S.A. Coordinator experienced in representing
Kean College , a proven hard worker with a broad understanding of
student needs and the way to get things done , Joe Ginarte is your
man .
Don't forget to vote today .
Buz'Whelan

I Want Cookie
Letter to the Editor
,~
It is hard for me, as a member of the Third World Movement of
Kean College of New Jersey, to ratio_nalize attacks from fellow
students directed toward one of the strongest charactered and determined student on this campus, Ms. Michelle Cousins.
There is no doubt as per the validity of the Spot-Light article on Ms.
Cousins that appeared in the February 25th issue of "Expressions".
Without trying to react to the subservient mentality displayed by the
individuals who were aroused by the knowledge that such a person
existed on our campus, I can only say, "Where there is strength and
dignity, a complishments are of the reality ".
Michelle Cousins is without question deserving of any recognition
that can be afforded her. It is my feelings that when a personality exists on Kean College's campus possessing the traits of such an individual and willing to share their abilities with every student in the
college community, regardless of race, creed , color or religion ,
everyone should know of her, Ms. Michelle Cousins.
Calvin Wood

And Now From The Big Guys
After speaking with most of the candidates who are running for
Student Organiztion Executive Board Offices , the Kean College
Political Party has made the following endorsements :
PRESIDENT-Joyce Marinelli
VICE-PRESIDENT-Michelle Cousins
ASSISTANT TREASURER-Gus Garcia
SECRETARY-Maria Rios

ASSISTANT SECRETARY-Ofelia Olviedo
N .S.A . COORDINATOR-Joe Ginarte
These endorsements do not mean that the candidates are Part y
Members, or are pledged to spet ifi c Party goal s. But , in the opinion
of the Party Executive Board and General Membership, these are the
best choices to retain good student government at Kean College.
Kean College Political Party

Cathy Lyn Schwartz
Dear Editor :
Having worked with one of the candidates running in the Student
Organization elections I would like to take this time to express some
essential viewpoints regarding this candidacy.
Cathy Schwartz is running for secretary of your Student
Organization and having served a year in this capacity I have full
understanding of the qualifications n eded. Besides the basic
mechanics necessary to keep such an organization functioning
properly, there are also executive abilities which are very desirable.
Through the experiences of working with the National Student Association Cathy has gained much insight into the problems of
students on this campus as well as other campuses across the country.
By organizing an employment service at Kean College she has formulated an idea into a realtiy.
Prior to this year the Natioanl Student Association co-ordinator has
not worked as intricately on committees and pressing issues as Cathy .
These strong characteris ics exemplify the type of attitude your
student representative should posess.
I feel extremely confident that this candidate could fulfill the aspirations of the student body.
I would recommend for all stud er.its to seriously consider Cathy Lyn
Schwartz for the position of Secretary Ballot 10.
Very Truly yours,
Joyce Marinelli

W Iz a rd '~
I

V

(Continued from page 7)

too complicated to figure out . I
avoid such confusing beautiful
things.
W: This all sounds so familiar.
JI<: It's going to sound a lot
more familiar. There are a lot of
other people who have discovered Defens_e Mechd~isms
ana were getting organized .
We 're P~)nting ?umper s!icke~s
that say Honk rf you beheve rn
Freud " and " De_n ial makes you
smile. " We' re going to collect
money, too. We'll built huge
stone halls almost up to the sky,

of Khj!ki Oliver, is the epitome of
Yankee steadfastness in the lead
(as in pencil) role. Conspicuously
absent from this stock company
of WW II films, is Richard Jaeckel
in his timeless portrayal of "Kid."
Farley Granger picks up the slack
and is adequate, though
hampered by fafnt talent for acting . Actually very entertaining, •
and revealing of the wartime
American mind. Interesting.
Really! (2 hrs.)
12:30 (9) The Bilnk Dick (1940)
W.C. fields most famous role:
Egbert Souse (pronounced soosay), the bank guard with a talent
for
inadvertently
ruining
holdups. Great sight gags and a
superb performance by fields.
(90 min.)

TUfSDAY
12:00 (11)
Big Sleep (1946)
Humphrey Bogart joins the ranks
of actors who have portrayed
Raymond Chandler's cynical
white knight in a snap-brim hat,
private
detective
Philip
Marlowe, in this classic. The performances by Bogie and Lauren
Bacall (at her beautiful best) are
excellent, but even Chandler
was confused by the film's ending " (co-scripted by Leigh
Brackett and William Faulkner.)
(2 hrs.)

The

CORRECTION
In the photo that accompanied the story last week, Kean College Wins Two Awards
ilt Model UN, the faculty
member pictured at the far right
was professor Charles Kelly,
Political
Science. The
Independent regrets this error.

Lunchtime Theatre " Sybil"
Choral Society of Shaw University
Prayer lyieeting
Theatre Trip: " The Cherry Orchard"
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
Coffee House

Little Theatre
T.P.A.
Alumni Lge
TPA Mall
Browsing Rm
Front Lge

Friday, March 25, 1977
7:30 p.m .-End
8:00 p.m.-End
8:00-2 :00 a.m .

Film Festival
Newark Boys Choir
Swing Phi Swing

Downs Hall
T.P.A.
TV Lge

Saturday, March 26, 1977
9:3CM :30 p.m .
9:00-2 :00 a.m .

" Itinerant fool "
Lampados Club

Downs Hall
Cafateria

Sunday, March 27, 1977
9:30-2:30 p.m .
1 :00-5 :00 p.m .
2:00-6:00 p.m .
5:30-8 :30 p.m .
7: 30 p.m .-End

" lti nera nt Fool "
Om ega Psi Phi Meetin g
H i Psi Ph i
Ma ss
C~ B M ovie: " Krak atoa East of Ja va"

Alumni Lge
Bro wsi ng Rm
TV Lge
Alumni Lge
TPA

Monday, March 28, 1977
8:00-11 :00 p .m .
8:00 p .m .-End

Omega Psi Phi Meet ing
Jazz Show " Les Paul "

Mt g Rm A
TPA

Campus Min istry
Celebration of Reconciliation
Marla Lewis Folk Concert
Jewish Srudent Union
International Students
l.nter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
l.f .S.C. Meeting
Outing Club
Psychology Club
Psi Chi Club
Spanish Cultural Assoc.
..
Townsend Lecture: Mayor Paul Jordon
Nu Sigma Tau Card Party
Nu Theta Chi Dinner
Zeta Delta Pi
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Sigma Beta Tau

Browsing Rm
Sloan Lge
DR .Ill
J130
)101
W207
,,
J135
)103
J333
W400
)100
DR II
Mtg Rm A
W207
VE114
)132
W213
)103

Townsend Lecture :
Sen . Raymond Bateman
Movie : " Jerimiah Johnson "
Theatre Trip: " for Colored Girls"

Little Theatre
Little Theatre
TPA Mall

1 :30- 3:00
1 :40- 3:00
1 :40- 3:00
1 :40- 3:00
1 :40- 3:00
1 :40- 3:00
1:40- 3:00
1 :40- 3:00
1 :40- 3:00
1 :40- 3:00
6:30-11 :00
, 6:30-11 :00
7:40-10:00
7:40-10 :00
7:40-10:00
7 :40-10 :00
7:40-10:00

p .m .
p.m .
p.m .
p.m .
p.m.
p.m .
p .m .
p.m .
p.m .
p.m.
p.m .
p.m .
p .m .
p.m .
p.m.
p.m.
p.m .

Wednesday, March 30, 1977
1 :40•3 :00 p .m.

3 & 8 p.m.
6:30 p.m .-End

.

W: Why should people contribute money for these huge
buildings when Defense
Mechanisms
are
internal
thought processes? The building
would seem
irrelevant.
,,
JI<: We hope to work something out with IRS to make the gifts
tax deductible. The fact that the
buildings are irrelevant to the
· idea is irrevelant. The bigger the
buildings the more believable
the conc~pt.
'w: You may have something
there.
·

(Continued from page 7)

Thursday, March 24, 1977
12 :30- 1 :30 p.m .
7:30 p.m.-End
7:30 p.m.-End
6:30 p .m.-End
8 :00-11 :00 p.m.
9 :00 p.m.-End

Tuesday, March 29, 1977
12 :00- 2:00 p.m.

.

called ziggurat. We'll narne them
things like the Wholly Defensive
Ziggurat.

Bleary Eye

/

/

-
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Former Psyofthe Handicapped
Students
interested in attending
Woodbridge State School
weekend March 25-27
contact Nickie Berson
CSE . Leave name, address
and phone number with
secretary.

ATTENTION:
Future- Social Work Majors
Places in the Social Work
Program are limited. Current
sophomores
who
are
interested
in
declaring
themselves as majors must
see Dr. George D . Metrey,
Chairman, Dept . of Sociology
& Social Work, in room J 305. He can also be reached
by phone at 527- 2090'.

ATTENTION
All State Employees'
A representative from N.J .S .E.A. will be here March
29, 1977; 11 :30 to 12:30 and
12:30 to 2 :00 during lunch
hours in the Alumni Lounge,
Downs Hall to discuss con tracts,
cost-of-living
increases, drug plan or any
questions you may have .

TEACHER OF THE
YEAR AWARD
Do you have a favorite
instructor? If so, then the
Kean College Alumni Association once again extends
- its invitation to the academic
community
(students ,
teachers and alumni) to submit their nominations for the
Teacher of the Year award.
The criteria is sinwly a
teacher you feel is "outstanding" in his or her field. To
nominate simply submit the
person 's name and state
briefly your reasons. A selec tion committee of two each
alumni , faculty and students
will make the final selection
from the nominations.
There is an abundance of
possible nominees on our
campus . We need only seek
them out and you are our
seekers .
Just
send
nominations to the alumni office T-206.
Before Easter
Come to Catholic Ministry's

Celebration of
ciliation

Recon-

Tuesday, Maret, 29
12:30 p .m .
Browsing Room

Step Back Into The 50's

SOCK HOP
At The Chi House
440 Jefferson Ave ., Elizabeth
9 :00 p.m . til ?
f:riday, March 25
Come One, Come All
Come Dressed in 50's Style
Free Beer & Punch And Liste,n To Those Golden Oldies.
Donati.on $1 .50
If Dressed $1 .00

Renata Club
Luncheon Meeting
(members & non-menbers
welcome)
March 31 - 11 :30 a.m .
Downs Cafeteria
For election of
slate of officers
Renata Club:
.to serve Kean College
students over 25
Graduate .
Assistantship
Available
The
Teaching
Per formance Center has one
partial graduate assistantship available for the
months of April 1 thru
June 1. This assistantship will provide the
balance remaining from
the allocated stipend . The
major responsibilities involve the videotaping of
senior student teachers in
the field, on-campus microteaching
experiences.
and assisting with various
scheduling , research , and
evaluation projects carried
on by the Teaching Per formance Center . Neces sary training in the
operation of the videotape
equipment will be
provided, but a properly
running automobile, and
the ability to carry 40
pounds of equipment will
be required. Interested ap plicants should contacts
Mr. Henry L. Cade, As sistant Director, Profes sional Laboratory Exper iences, Teaching Performance Center, Willis 110.
Phone 527 -2184. The
deadline for applications is
Friday, March 25, 1977.

l' M µuR,
ATTA(.\(

ATTA( \< I I

Now is the time to
prepare for the future!
Any person who may
wish to work on campus
during the summer or
during the '77 - '78 school
year must begin early by
filing a Parent's Con f i den tia I Statement
(PCS) or Financial Aid
Form (FAF) and a Basic
Grant
Application
(BEOG) .
Job
ap plications
will be
available on March 28 .
Early application inc ~e~ s ~ s
your
op _portunities to find
meaningful employment.
Financial
Aid Office

Dance Marathon, April 29,
30 and May 1 - Friday 3
P.M ., Sunday, 3 A.M .

FIRST PRIZE $100.
The Council for Exceptional Children- is spon soring

its

2nd

annual

Dance Marathon for the
handicapped .
The
proceeds
from
the
marathon will go to the
Cerebral Palsy Cent.e r in
Union .
,
The Marathon will last
36 hours in the K'ean
College Snack Bar , in the
Student Center in Union .
During this time there will
be other activities going
on for your enjoyment .
To make this event a

Townsend Lecture
Presents

success. help is needed
from everyone. We need
dancers. donation collectors. t imers. people to set
up craft tables , and many
more people to help. If

LES PAUL

Monday, March 28th
at 8:00 P.M.
in the T.P.A.
Admission Free

classifieds

SHORTBREAD~ ME·~
S\.bITT~i f:Ao

Pilge 17
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FOR SALE : 1973 Plymouth
Fury Ill. Asking $1,800, will
bargain. Air conditioning, vinyl
roof, AM-FM radio, inside hood
release, power steering and
brakes. Beautiful looking and
beautiful condition . Must sell many more options. Please call
after 7 :30 p .m . ask for Ken .
353-4249.

JIM GUM\N[LL~

GETTING MARRIED?

First quality professional
wedding photographs by
former Kean student at low.
low. freelance prices. Jack
Livingston
388-6743
evenings.
For Sale : 1963 Buick ·LaSabre,
in good running condition .
Brand new battery. 2 snows.
$150. Call Chris 672-6385
weeknights after 8 .

interested contact : Debbie
371 -8068. Andera 527 2788, Kathy 527-2919, or
Nancy 965 - 1199.
Kean College ·s Counseling
Center is pleased to announce
that more staff are now available
during the evening hours. For appointments, please telephone
201 -527 -2082 or come to the
SA-Bookstore Building Rm. 126.
10:00 am to 5:00 pm day hours.
All
evening
hours
by appointment:
No problem is too small. We
would like to serve you . Students
are encouraged to avail
themselves of this service which
is provided free of cost.
The following additional
counselors are now on our staff.
Carol
Christiansen
Tuesday
2:00-4 :30
Gloria Tillman Tuesday 7:009:00
Ann Gross Tues . 2 :00-400
Dennis Thom_ps_on Thurs. 5:008:00
Elaine James Fri . 4 :30-6 :30
Nancy Bride Fri. 2 :30-4 :30

Kean's
Co-curricular
Program Board sponsors
a theatre trip to; "For
Colored Girls Who Have
Considered
Suicide
When The Rainbow is
Enuf" Tickets only;
$5.25, Wednesday,
March 30th, 1977 bus
departs 6:30 p.m. from
T.P.A. Tickets on sale in
Student Affairs, Room
CC-143 beginning
March 9th, 1977.
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Spring Conference On Education Held At Kean
Th e Spr in g Co n fe re nce o n Ed u ca t ion , "What's New
That Teachers Do?" was h eld on t he campus of Kean
Coll ege o n Saturday, March 12. President Nathan Weiss
jo in ed Dean Geo rgianna Appignani of the School of
Edu cat ion and Dr. Phy ll is F. Kavett, clia irperso n of the
Departm en t of Educat ional Arts and Systems (EAS) in
wel com in g co nfe ren ce pa rtic ipa n ts.
Cit in g t he " ri sing conce rn on
t he p art of pa rents and students
as co nsu me rs of ed ucatio n "
Presid ent W eiss poi nted to increased atte ntion bei ng give n to
basic sk ill s. Dea n Ap pig nan i
po inted o ut that Kea n Co ll ege" .
.. has come a long w ay . . . tr ied t o
keep up . . . rema ined re leva nt."
Point ing to th e ke yno te topi c,
Moral Edu cation , D ea n Appi g n an i saw th e Spr i n g
Con ference as a fi rst step towa rd
oth er , o urses and work sho ps in
edu ca .o n to meet the need of
t he New Jersey communit y.
Keynoter Talk About
Moral Questions
Dr. Linda Rosenzweig, Senior
Research Associate at CarnegieMellon University , the keynoter,
described the process of investigating the way people reason
about moral questions. After explaining Kohlberg 's seven stages
of moral reasoning and their
progressive
development ,
Rosenzweig pointed to research
and classroom practices which
are designed for the promotion
of children 's development along
these lines.
She added , " Unless the school
and the teacher work fo r- its
development (moral reasoning ),
ch ildren ma y never develop
beyond Stage Two thought , even
though the chi lo may have been
capable of principled moral
thought under better con ditions."
Refutes Moral Education
Refuting the idea that moral
education belongs in the home
or Sunday school , Rosenzweig
stated that " every teacher is a
moral
educator ,
whether
consciousl y or unconsciously. "
What you sa y, how you sa y it,
how you treat students , and how
you behave is moral education
by example and every school
con veys a moral message . . . th e
hidde n curri culum ... school s
rein fo rce a pun is hment-reward
orientat i on ,
a . po w er -of aut hority o rientat io n, and an exchange-of-favors o r ien tation ...
thi s is mora l edu cat ion ."
Kohlberg's approac h to teac hing youn g children is no n- indoct r inat ive, b ut one whic h e ncou rag~s th e chil d 's nat ura l
d~ve lo pmental p rogress to the ~
. n-cxt stage. " The teache r mu st

make a consc ious effort to ask
t he right questions, to expose
st u dents to hig h er stage
reaso n ing, to foc us o n a broader
social pe rspecti ve, o r to pro m ot e
and enco u rage ro le-taking, t he n
he or she is doing mo ral
edu cati on. "
Do Not Label Children
Rose nzwe ig co ncl ud ed b y saying th at Ko hlberg's approach , a
cog nitive approach to m ora l
develo pment is compat ib le wi th
the " ba ck to ba sics" m ove m ent.
She caution ed listeners not to affi x sta ge level identi ficati o n o n
particular children nor con cl ud e
that highe r stage thinkers are
better people .
Following the keynote speech
by Dr. Linda Rosenzweig , two
series of discussion groups
featured speakers from a diversit y
o feducational
specialization s, from among
Kean College facult y and
elsewhere. Each of the discussion groups made a unique
contribution to the conference.
Self Talks About
Survival Education
In
his
talk
" Survi v al
Education ", Dr . Elliot Seif, Temple University , discussed the
school 's obligation to prepare
students who have self-esteem
and skill in problem solving, can
handle emergencies , and can
work with others, especially in
communit y actions. He f urther
stressed the citizen 's need for
knowledge of legal right s, responsibilit ies, and processes .
Dr. Fred Pri ce, Director of the
Bureau of Teacher Education
and Academic Credentials of the
N .J. Department of Education ,
described the extensive services
available at the bureau for persons needing certification information .
Stressed Importance Of
Arts Program
Al Kochka , Executive Director ,
New Jersey Council on the Art s,
stre ssed the importance o f arts
program s in th e schools in
co nnecti o n wi th the learni ng of
basic ski ll s and for student s' person al growth in those areas . He
po inted to the fa ct that al t ho u gh
m ore · m o ney is spent o n " t he
arts" t han on organ ized sports,
the medi a do not give it comparab le publi city .

Dr. Linda Rosenzweig, Senior Research Associate at _Carnegie-Mellon University, was the keynote
speaker at the Education Conference. She pointed out that unless the schools and the teachers work for
the development of moral reasoning, children may never .develop beyond Stage Two thought.

With the use of open questioning patterns in an accepting
classroom climate, children 's
study of literature could be
useful in developing moral
reasoning . Profes sor Myra
Weiger of the Department of
Educational Arts and Systems
used examples to illustra te how
children 's moral development
stage might be gauged by the
reasons given in support of their
answers to questions.
Dr. James Donovan , Director
o f Special -Services in Westfield ,
spoke to the needs of classroom
teachers faced with children
who suffer from learning-related
impa irments as a result of
mainstreaming. He emphasized
the need for cla ssroom teachers
to rece ive support services if
mainstreaming of minimally impa ired youngsters is to succeed .
Resist Inertia Of
· One Critics Books
Sister Beatrice Mccann , of

Gwynnd Mercy College, urged
the teachers to resist the inertia
that ties them to one or two textbooks and let their imaginations
extend to games, challenging
puzzles and treatment of subject
matter in new ways.
Findamentals of group
processes in the classroom , the
need for provid ing persons a
basis for self-selection of groups,
and the necessary listening,
inferring, and learning skills for
groups processes to work well
were discussed by Dr. Richard
Nichols, Professor, Department
of Educational Arts and Systems
and Acting Dean , Graduate
Studies.
Other Conference Speakers
Other speakers and discussion
leaders at the Spring Conference
were Dr. Joseph Church of
Brooklyn College on Child
De v elopmen t;
Mr. ·John
Richardson , Principal , School #1 ,
Elizabeth ; Mr. Nicholas Char-

tofillis, Mt. Hebron School on
Classroom Discipline; and Sandi
Wodakow and Anne Wolfe,
Masters students at Kean on
Death Through Children ' s
Literature .
The Spring Conference on
Education was " well-received , ..
. a great accomplishment, ... a
memorable experience, . . . a
great learning opportunity," said
Dr. Kavett of EAS. She said that
she and the EAS faculty have
already begun planning for next
year' s conference. " We are
thankful for the assistance of the
Graduate Student Council and
the School of Education in bringing this program to our campus .
" Its quality continues a long
tradition of excellence in teacher
education programs at Kean ."
Audiotaped records of many of
the lectures and discussions will
be made available for use
through
the
Instructional
Resources Ce.nter.

... k
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From left to right, Dr. Linda Rosenzweig, keynote speaker, Dean Georgianna Appignani, dean of

education, George Stang, director of the teaching performance center, Dr. Phyllis Kavett, chairperson of
the Department of Education Arts and Systems discuss the conference plans and goals with the keynote
speaker.

THE RESEARCH
EXCHANGE
Editing , typing , resumes , personal portfolios, publishing and copyw.riting.
50 Journal Sq.
8th Floor
Jersey City, NJ
07306

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon .-Fri .
Dr. Phyllis F. Kavett, chairperson of the Department of Education Arts
and Systems cited the rising concerns of parents and students as consumers oi education to the conference participants.

9 :45-5 :45
Sat. 10-4
Phone: (201) 659-2595

3

ATTENTION PLASMA AND
BLOOD·DONORS-FEE PAIDT!!

I

Your Help is Urgently Needed to Supply l ife-Saving Medicine/', Benefit Humanity

SAVE LIVES .. . AND
EARN A FEE
AT THE SAME TIME
It's easy , quick,
completely painless

FEE PAIDTWICE A WEEK
Money You Can Count
On For Books,
Expenses, etc.

Garden State Blood Bank

0
H our~p~ ~ 3~~u Fr,

129 Washington $1, , Newark , N .J. 201 / 622-2958
Brong this ad fo r 52 00
B o nus o n first donation
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Cagers' Intense Attitude Seen as Formula for Success
By Dave Schwenzer
The best word used to describe this year's championship
Squires basketball team is
togetherness.
" One o f the coach's goals thi s
yea r wa s to mak e the team con-

fident. This was really a team
season , bragged star forward Vin
M cDonald.
" This year ha s been a result of
constant progress . It is reall y a
compliment _to the kid s, who
played well last year and con -

tinued their fine play this
season," praised coach Joe Palermo.
last year Kean was a dismal 420. This year they were 20-8 and
stormed their wa y to an Eastern
Co ll ege At hletic Con fe rence

The Squirettes Experience_the
Best Years of Their Lives
By Art Handel
In a glow· of satisfaction after
winning the Eastern Association
for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women playoffs 57-50 over Fordham University, w o me n ' s
basketball coach Pat Hann isch
left no doubt that she expected
her team to tri ump h.
" We just set out to prove d uring eve ry game that we w ere t he
number one team in the t ournament," Hannisch boasted.
That was the factor which
motivated us for this year's
playoffs."
Despite acknowledging that
her squad , which is 31 and 9over
the past two seasons, can't
seriously challenge a national
power like Montclair State, the
soft-spoken coach has reason to
be optimistic for next season.
Together with 6-2 center
Jenifer Savio, whose 11 rebounds
per game led the team, and 5-4
guard Rosie Lapollo, the Bergen
Community College transfer
who handled her point guard
position with consummate skill ,
she will have 5-9 forward Elaine

Carroll and 5-7 Rose Costello
returning .
"We ' ll have to replace two
valu able seniors for next year's
team ," the coach lamented.
" Gela Mazella and Trish
O 'Connell gave us court leadership and good basketball fundamentals. Right now it's difficult to say who will replace
them. The key in remaining
com petitive is to have a good
combinat ion of freshm an w ith
the other players. "
As for the recently concluded
1977 season itself, the elated
coach was proud of her squad 's
formidable 16-4 won-lost mark.
" We were concerned during
the middle of the season about a
lack of consistency. It was mainly
individuals that were in a slump,
but suddenly the team put it all
together. "
When asked whom her most
improved player was, the coach
replied, " I'd have to say it was
(center) Jen Savio. She regained
her early season impressive play.
Last year she averaged 11 points
and 13 rebounds a game. This

Courageous -Skaters Ousted
By Wagner, 3-1
A gallant Kean College
Hockey team rifled 44 shots on
the Wagner goalie, only to have
43 stopped as Wagner eliminated
the first year skaters 3-1.
Wagner scored first midway
through the first period, but Ed
Deresky, who had a hat trick in
his last game, rifled a goal past
the Wagner goaltender to tie the
score at 1. Wagner then added
two in the second period to take
a 3-1 lead which stayed up despite a rain of fire from the Kean
shooters , as they outshot
Wagner 44 to 18.
Kean 's system tied up Wagner
from the start of the game, but it
was a hot Wagner goalie that
decided the outcome.
Outstanding years by seniors
Bob Boylan and Charlie
Parenteau enabled the Kean
team to finish second in their

division and survive until the
semi-final round of the playoffs.
Coach's Comments: "I am
proud of each player in our effort against Wagner. Everyone
gave 100% and I am sure it will
carry over into next season . -Our
seniors Bob Boylan, Charlie
Paranteau, Rich Manders, and
Frank Masquerra will be missed.
They are great competitiors that
have left an impression on all of
us. Bob Boylan will be back with
us as my assistant coach next
year. Our success in our initial
year could not have been if not
for the efforts of our trainer John
Kulesza and the support of the
college and our faithful fans,
who were always there win or
lose."
Three playoff stars: Ed Deresky, Bob Boylan, and Charlie
Parenteau .

/ Intramural & Club News I
Basketball
Monday Men's: The Chumps
defeated the Black Birds, 64-61
last Monday. Fernandez and
Gibson scored 17 po ints eac h,
and Pease added 10 for the
winners. Royster led all scorers
with 25, and Moyd added 10 for
the Black Birds. The Untouch ab I es
conti nu e d
undefeated with an 80-61 vi cto ry
over the Busch Bombers. W ilson
led the way for the Unt ou chabl es
wit h 20 poi nts, as Martin , Warner
and Wi ll is each added 14. Ross
scored 23 fo r the Bo mbers, Strickland added 18 and Wade 15.
The Su rvivo rs received a forfeit
win from the Ea gles, and Them
received a fo rfei t win from the
Nuggets.
Tuesday Men's: The Gunners
beat the Renegades, 78-62. as
Weiss scored 27 and Parin 22, a, d
Sek ton added 13 fo r th e winner~
Graham w ith 26, and Davorsky
w ith 21 were high fo r t he
Ren egad es. Bartlett Hall con t inued undefeated w ith a 74-64
victory over the )ox . Tiplady

scored 21 , Harris 18 and Morga n
12 for th e wi nn ers. Copeland and
Jones led t he )ox w it h 18 apiece.
We dnesday Women's: The
Over the Hill Ga ng beat Shazam ,
40-15, as Mah oney d ropped 18
markers. Simpson added 8 for
the Gang. In the battle of
unbeaten team s, Brow n Sugar
held the Resident Rips to 2 points
the seco nd hal f, to wi n, 18-10.
The Kea n Kuties 11 beat t he Sharp
Shooters, 35-23 as Kathy Sharp
scored 17. Murphy added 11 .
Edw ards sco red 6 for th e Sharp
Shooters. In t he Brown Suga r
gam e, All en wa s t he high scorer
with 7 po ints. The First A id Squ ad
won the ir second game, 21 -12
over Team 5. Martin with 8 and
Kanzler w ith 7 led the way . Si g
Kap beat the Delta Dribblers, 206 and D 'U rso and Garcia had 6
apiece. Sozio Hall beat Nu Theta
Chi, 34-18. Dean led the winners
with 16; DiRoma had 10 for Chi.
SINGLES TENNIS TOURNEY
The Singles Tennis Tourney
wi ll be held during the week of
May 2-6. There will be a student
di vis ion, and a ' faculty (staff

year, the numbers were
reversed ."
Hannisch is aware of the importance derived from postseason tournaments.
" This lends good exposure for
the women's basketball program
at Kean . We rece ived fairly good
coverage of the tournament and
this will aid us. In fact, we
received a phon e ca II from ah igh
schoo l sen io r afte r t he tournamen t wa s completed, and she
was impressed with out team 's
showing. This proves that the
tournament gave good exposure
for our basketball program."
looking toward next year,
Hannisch believes her team 's
conference is among the
strongest in the nation.
" This region
is highly
competitive, Montclair State is
nationally rated , yet didn 't make
the nationals. "
Hannisch's squad has a year to
think about defeating Montclair.
For now, they can enjoy their
splendid season .

Division II championship, a task
that was seemingly far o ff at the
beginning o f the season .
" The boys always had a good
feelin g. Th ey weren 't quitters,
they beli eved in them selves. The
tea (TI attitude w as exce llen t, t he
guys just gave it all that they
had ."
Kean showed that they
weren 't quitters as they won the
Division 11 crown without the
services of Vin McDonald lost
due to an ankle in ·ur .

proximatly 6 shots per contest .
Hubbard did an excellent job
for us all year blocking -shots,
rebound ing. He wa s an int imadator. And t he other man
t hat showed the biggest improvement wa s Eloy Ashworth
w ho ran o ur o ffe nse very well ,"
com mented Palerm o.
" Our bench was an im portant
part · in our success . Br ia n
Cavana ugh, Bill Comeaux, Gary
Williston, and Chuck Rau b did
tremendous work," MacDona ld
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" Not being able to play in the
tournament was really tough,
but I really didn 't mind as long as
we won . Eve rybody had conf idence in the tou rn ament,"
boa sted MacDonald. "This yea r
ha s really been good to me."
This year has been good to a
lot of Squires. Offensively Ma cDonald and senior Nick Yankowicz each netted 15 points a
game. Chuck Raub 'had a 12
point per game average. Steve
Depts and Jerome Hubbard
rounded out the balanced per
game attack with 10 and 9 points
respectively.
leading in the rebound
department were MacDonald
with 192, Yankowicz pulled
down 133, and Hubbard had 120.
Jerome also
stuffed ap-

said happily.
It was Williston 's last second
foul sho ts that sealed a 64-63
cham pion ship w in over C.W .
Post.
With 4 o f t he starti ng 5 com ing
back next yea r. The team
outlook is very bright.
" The progress has to continue.
The men have to have the same
attitude, if they don 't then there
could be some problems, but
next season we will have a very
tough club," Palermo exclaimed.
" If everybody makes it back.
Then next season is going to be a
great one. I am really looking
forward to it," quoted MacDonald.
So are the Kean College
basketball fans.

Kean's Vin MacDonald Named
First Team NJSCAC Choice
By Bob Graczyk
Vin MacDo nald, a 6-3 forward ,
from Kean College is one f
three sophomores on the 197677 New Jersey State College
Athletic Conference all-star
basketball team. The squad was
chosen by a panel of the
conference's coaches.
The other sophomores joining
MacDonald on the first team are
Brett Wyatt of Jersey City State, a
repeater from last year, and
Frank Hudson of Glassboro
State.
MacDonald who was a second
team pick a year ago, was one
reason -the Squires made one of
the
most incredible turnarounds in conference history.
Wyatt, a 6-2 forward , took the
N.J.S.C.A.C.
scoring
cham-

Schedule
March 24: Gym B and Gym C
6 p .m . Phi / Be st Team ;
Tau / Playboys
7
p .m .
EI EIO / Pi;
Klansmen/ Busche
8 p.m. Heart hsto nes/Rogers
Hall
Marc h 28: Gym B and Gym C
6 p.m. Black Birds/ Kn ic ks;
Eagles/ Them
7
p . m.
Un touc h a b l e s/ C h um p s ; B .
Bo mbers/ Survivors
March 29: Gym B and Gym C
6
p .m .
Jo / Gunn e r s;
Renegades/Gold
7 p .m . Celtics/Ba rtl ett Hall
March 30: Gym B and Gym C
6 p.m . Soz io/ Zeta Delta;
O .T.T. Gang/ Brown Sugar
7 p.m. Team %/Sig Kap' Sharp
Shooters/Shazam
8 p.m . First Aid / Nu Theta ;
Re sident Rips/ Kean Kuties
division . Each of these div isio,1s
w ill have a men 's and women 's
division . Deadline for enterinEj is
Wednesday, April 27 at 5 p .m. Entry blanks are available in the Office of Intramural Activit ies, or in
the Student Acitivi t ies Office.

pionship with 247 points in 12
games and Hudson was the
second best point producer in
the conference with 209 points.
Hudson at 6-5 is the tallest
member of the all-star team.
Greg Ackles 6-2, of conference
champ Glassboro State and Ken
Brown, 6-1 , of William Paterson
form a potent backcourt. Ackles
and Brown are the first players to
make the team three straight
years since Luther Bowen of
Montclair State did it in 1967, '68
and '69.
Six-foot-four
sophomore
center Jerome Hubbard of Kean
leads the second team quintet

which also includes five-foot
eight freshman guard Eric Moore
of Jersey City State.
Hubbard averaged only 10points per game but his rebounding and shot blocking prowess
earned him the second team
berth. Evidence is Hubbard 's 30
rebound , 11 blocked shots twogame performance
in the
Squires drive to the ECAC
Division 2-3 tournament championship.
The Squires 6-5 Nick Yankowitcz, a senior, was an
honorable mention choice.

FIRST TEAM
Greg Ackles
Ken Brown
Brett Wyatt
Frank Hudson
Vin McDonald

HT
6-2
6-1
6-2
6-5
6-3

Glassboro
Wm . Paterson
Jersey City
Glassboro
Kean

WT
180
165
205
200
175

Class
Senior
Senior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore

SECOND TEAM
John Man ning
Brian Sca lise
Leo n Smi t h
Jerome Hubbard
Eric Moo re

6-5 '205
6-5 / 215
6-2 160
6-4 195
5-8 170

Montclair
Glassboro
W m . Paterson
Kean
Jersey City

Senior
Jun io r
Jun ior
Sophomore
Fres hman

HONORABLE MENTION - M ike Ma ngin i, Jersey City; Nick Yankowitz, Kean; Jim Reid and Reggie Belcher, Montclai r State; Bruce
Medley, Mike Nevo !o and Greg Sheerins, Ramapo; Jose Oakley and
Bo b Ryan , Trenton State ; George Mu ell er, W il liam Paterson .

1976-1977 Men's Basketball
Standings
CONFERENCE
Glassboro State
Wm . Paterson
Kean
Jersey City State
Montclair State
Trenton State
Ramapo

W
10
9

L

2
3

8

4

5

7

5

7

3

9

2

10

OVERALL
W
L
17
11
21
5
20
8
13
12
11
13
8
18
5
21
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Trustees Grant Campus PoliCe Guns
(Continued from page 1)
not be a haven for criminals. "
Although there has been
relatively very little increase in
daytime crime on campus ,
Greenberg said that " we 're
sandwiched in the middle"
bet~een Union and Elizabeth ,
municipalities where crime is on
the increase. " The criminal has
an advantage . A good place to
hide is the Kean College campus."
Protect The Dorm
Students
Another reason brought forth
by Greenberg was the protection
of the nearly 1,000 dorm
residents . He also mentioned the
desirability of having Campus
Police ·officers who are responsible to the College .
The Director of Campus
Police, reporting on the use of
guns on the 2nd and 3rd shifts
since December , 1975, said " No

shots have been fired ." and that
the guns have been onl y pulled
out
on
three
occasions .
Greenberg also said that there
have been no violations of the
resolution by Campus Poli ce officer s even though it was
reported in the Independent
(March 3, 1977) that Officer
Stroka had been carr y ing
unauthorized
bullet s and
holster.
All Segments
Want This
Ruth O ' Dell , a member of the
Board , said , " It seems like all
segments want this " but com_plained that all she had to base
this " very lasting decision " on
was a 3¼ page report.
In other business , the Board
appointed a subcommittee to
further study a pr'oposal to add a
non-voting student representative to the BOT. The committee, made up of 3 members of

B.S. Degree . in Accounting
Approved By Department
by Howard Bra yer

The D~partment of Economi cs and Management
Science has approved a program for a Bachelor of
Science degree in Professional Accounting. The
program requires 124 credits for graduation , of which 54
are in the accounting of related fields.
The accounting major must
still be approved by the Arts
and
Sciences
Curriculum
Committee , the Faculty Senate ,
the Board of Trustees, and the
Board of Higher Education.
Professor James Capone of the
Economics· -and Management
Science Department , who is
heading the drive for the accounting major, believes the
earliest the program can begin is
the spring semester of 1978.
According to Capone there
are three main objectives of the
program. The first is " to provide
the skflls, knowledge and course
background in order to be
eligible to sit for the Certified
Pub Ii c
Accountants
Examination ." The other main
goals are " to give a broad
knowledge of the practical and
theoretical aspects of accountancy and to inform
students
of
management
operations necessary in both
public and private business sectors.
A survey of 1090 management
science students at the beginning of this year indicated that

622 or 56 per cent would choose
a major in accounting if it were
offered. Mark Mittleman , a
freshman and a Management
Science Major said he would
change to accounting because
" it is a more specialized field and
there are more opportunities for
finding a job at graduation ."
During the first year, enrollment would be limited to 150
although demand will probably
be much greater. With enrollment at that level, Capone
said that no new faculty would
be needed. He also stressed that
all courses for an accounting major were already being offered ,
but not enough could be taken
because of the forty credit limit.
The accounting program consists of total of 54 semester credit
hours of which 27 credit hours
are in the professional accounting area. In addition 15
credit hours are in required
credit hours in the economics
and management science field .
The remaining 12 credits are
made up of departmental electi v'e s in econ O m i cs and
management science.

the BOT, 3 persons appointed by
President Weiss and 6 student
representatives from the three
student governments , will report
back to the BOT at their next
monthly meeting .
Sievers had proposed that a
student be elected as a student
representative to the Board who
would be allowed to all meetings
with the only exception bein g
meetings con cerned with personel and union issues and
would serve in a non-votin g
capacity .
Bitterman Suggests
Three
Doreen Bitterman, member of
the BOT, suggested that the subcommittee look into the possi bi I ity of
three
student
representatives , one to each of
the committees of the BOT. The
twelve person subcommittee
will also find out the advantages
and disadvantages of a student
representative from the other
state colleges that have already
implemented
the
position.
Several
scho.ols
include
Montclair
State
College , _

s tu dent D zagnoszng
•
•

(Continued from page 1)

" skills assessment " program . The
program
would
test 700
education majors before they
graduated. In addition , the
councils believe that any
proposal for any form of
diagnostic testing should come
from the students and faculty
and not from the state .
Criteria That Should Be Adopted
The councils also believe that
certain
criteria
should
be
adopted . One criteria states that
no nation-wide, state-wide or
college-wide standardized testing should be given. It continues by stating that no affiliation with the Educational
Testing Service or other te;ting
corporations
should
occur.
Instead,
the
document
recommends that each individual department form joint
student-faculty committees
which would compose and administer tests that reflects the
needs of each department .
An amended version of the
second criteria states that tests
results should remain in the
academic files only. The results
should not be used by the
Department of Higher Education
or other state agencies administrative statistical purposes .

Bomb Scare Evacuates Build ing

by B.R. Schwartz
The Administration B·ailding if he called Dougall Hall (police
and Townsend Hall were headquarters) his voice would
evacuated on March 9th, after an have been taped .
" It 's not unusual to get bomb
anonymous phone call stating
there was a bomb in Townsend threats as it nears the end of the
Evacuation occurs
Hall. The call, received by the semester.
college switchboard operator , under certain circumstances reported that the bomb was to those being based on the type of
go off at approximately 12:30 information received and how
definitive and explicit the caller
p.m,
Union Township Police were .IS . "
notified while Campus Police
Based on answers from the
Officers, Detective Gerald operator who received the call ,
McGrath, Lt. Angelo, and Pathe caller was described as being
trolman Dreyer reported to
"very calm and collected and
Townsend and evacuated the · sounded like he was having lunAdministration building.
ch. It's aggravating to have a per" As is the policy when a bomb son call like this and cause the
threat occurs, the faculty holding
person who's working a disclasses
in Townsend
were
turbance and inconvenience. If a
notified and the decision to dis- ,person has a grievance or is fightmiss or continue classes were left
ing for a cause he should do it the
to them ," stated Campus Police
right way."
Director Martin
Greenberg.
Initial reactions of the incident
" Also the FBI has been notified. "
were termed by many of the ofThe Campus Police searched
fice workers in Administration
lavatories' and other areas where
building as " just a prank", " starthe public has access. The search
tled at first but not panicky ."
proved to be negative.
" Everyone was just standing
" The caller was a fairl y around and the message came
intelligent
and
well-spoken
ver y informally, almost casua I,"
male," Greenberg reported . He
stated an unidentified secretary
noted that the caller phone the
in Financial Aid. " I didn't think it
main switchboard knowing that
was real. We' ve had bomb scares

l'hoto

two or three times since I 've
been here."
Thelma Kaplan, a part-time
professional academic advisor,
was in conference with a stude nt
when she was notified of the
evacuation. "I felt really
bothered because I was in
conference with a student ."

The final amended criteria was
that testing should be diagnostic
only. A clause that would
stipulate only freshman and
sophomores be tested was
removed by Olga Judkas, assistant secretary of Student Org,
who motioned to amend the
document by deleting the
clause.
All Freshman Take
Diagnostic Tests
According to Pat Ippolito, acting dean of students, diagnostic
testing is going on with all incoming freshman . He added that
if a student's test grade is low
enough, the student is advised
what courses he should take to
help improve his understanding
of the material.
Ippolito continued by stating
that letters are ready to go out to
700 education majors telling
them that they will be required
to take a standardized test. He
added that the only thing that is
delaying the testing program is
that the department is w.aiting
for the tests to arrive on campus.
Give Students A
Voice About Tests
Buz Whelan, president of
Student Org, said, "this (the
document) will give the students
a say about the tests." He added,
"We (the councils) will not approve any testing for juniors or
seniors for graduation ."
In a roll call vote, the
document marginally passed the
Council by a vote of 20 yes and 19
no.

Voice Your
Opinion, Vote!

A rt Ex hibition Planned
By B.R. Schwartz
Pla ns are being made in preparatio n of the annual Fi ne
Arts students' exhibition to be held May 15th through
June 3rd. "Major Works -1977," under the d irection of
the Museum Training class , will be located in the Vaughn
Eames Art Gallery.
·
"The display is open to any
Fine Arts major who would like
to submit work ," explains Pam
Harris, directoroftheexhibition .
" Any medium such as print, textiles, ceramics, etc. , ma y be submitted . Work may have been
done any semester the student
was at Kean ."
In order to participate , all
students must fill out a loan form
which can be obtained from
their stu_d io professor or the Fine
Arts department. Each form must

bv sieve S~heiner

Student Org. members, Buz Whelan, Jack Sievers and Al Mallozzi
present student representative proposal to board.
Ramapo College, and Jersey City to place a student on each Board
State.
of Trustees in a voting capacity .
Buz Whelan , president of
Student Organization , said that
The proposed resident hall
the objective is to establish a rates for the 1977-78 fiscal year
non-voting student member of
were approved and will be the
the BOT at each of the eight state same as they were during the
colleges. After the students
current year. The cost, $394 per
prove that they are capable of
month if there are four in a room
responsibly holding the position, are based on an 87 percent ocWhelan explained, they will be cupancy rate . Of the 996 total
in a better position to ask for
dorm residents, 886 are KC
legislation on a state wide level
students.

also be co-signed by their
instructor.
Forms must
be
returned
to
Zara
Cohan's
mailbox by the 29th of March .
The Museum training course is
part of the Fine Arts curriculumn
and is designed to teach students
all aspects of setting up exhibitions.
Mary Beth Borosky , in charge
of public relations for the event,
is busy preparing releases to be
sent to local publications to inform the public.

T
_l
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Council Endorses
Attendance Policy
The Council also endorsed an
Attendance Policy which states
that the Council supports a
policy for freshman only.
Whelan explained, " We feel
that an attendance policy for
freshman is a reasonable
proposal and we will go no further. " The policy is not definite
but it is in the general area of one
cut per credit for each class .
Demand College Adhere
To Present Policy
In a later interview, Whelan
said, " We are going to demand
that the prese nt Attendance
Policy of the college be adhered
to." Whelan added , "Records
that are solely used for establishing student presence in
class shou ld not be maintained."
"Where
classroom
participation is averaged into the
grade, the council feels that participation be counted and not
class attendance," he stated.
Whelan concluded by saying,
"We want students to start objecting to the roll being taken in
class. If teachers persist after the
policy has been brought to their
attention, we hope students will •
notify us."

Gubernator ial
Cand id ate
(Continued from page 1)
like the Booher Commission
Report either. He stated that
higher education is a symbol in
our society of what keeps a state
strong. He said that educational
choices must be kept flexible:
The re must always be the ability
to aspire to a higher status in
life,"
Comments On Energy And
The Environment
In a wi n d -up on the energy
crisis
an d
environmental
problems, Hoffman admitted
that there is no question that
offshore drilling is coming to
New Jersey, "and I welcome it! "
He said that the Governor must
have the power to make sure that
environmental
dangers
are
minimized and insurance made
available for on-shore damage.
He cited many advantages for
off-shore drilling : "It will give us
good supplies gf domestic oil ,
and decrease our dependence
on O .P.E.C. countries ." Mr.
Hoffman claimed that the onl y
alternative is the status quo " Continuing to supply our
energy needs by tanker is environmental suicide."

